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Sm.1WI.HY 
The influence s of shank form and pitch distribution ul?on the charac-
teristics of constant-speed pl'02ellers have been invest i gated by exploring 
the vlakes of e i ght node l propellers in the Guce;enhe i -::l Ae ronautic Labo-
rator y of Stanford University . 
The experiments show the imp r ovement of efficiency which results 
fr om the substitution of faired shanks for round ones to be caused by 
disproportionate local augmentations of thrust and torque. I t nas also 
f cund that b lade shank stalling at reduced advance ratios caused adverse 
effects which Tlere amplified as the pone r coefficient i ncreased . 
Analysis of previous force tests ill the lie;ht of "lake characteristics 
revea ls that, for constant-spee d operation, pitch should be so dis tribnted 
t hat no e l ement will ope rate at a negative lift coeff icient in high- speed 
flight , that shank stalling during take - off and climb ;'[ill be minimized, 
and t hat substantial unifonnity of the section lift coefficients will 
prevail in non:lal crui sing and high-speed flight . A hlade twist curve 
of the tlenvelopo ll t ype appears most suitab l e to these requirements . 
In addition to the foregoing conclusions and the provision of a 
large mas s of data f or strip method prediction of operating character-
istics" the investigation led to the following notevforthy findings. 
The radial variation of sect i on lift coefficient is in qualitative 
accord with that of the geometric angle of attack" and the average 
section lift coefficient at ~hich mD.ximu~ efficiency is attained in-
creases lid th pitch. Abnonnally lare;e lift coefficients are attained 
by slightly cambered shank elements; this is ascribed to the action 
of a highly favorable radial pressure gradient up on their bounda~ 
layers . Finally" Glauert ' s prediction of the independence of blade 
ele:nents is substantially confinned in so far as t "vrist is concerned" 
but his momentum-vortex the ory is f ound unsatisfactory for the accu-
rate prediction of propeller characteristics from airfoil section data. 
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INTRODUCTIQ}T 
The investigation covered by this report vras carried out under a 
contract with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 11 • • • to 
determine, by means of \Take surveys, the nature of the influence of 
Shrulk form and pitch distribution upon the characteristics of constant-
speed propellers, and to provide data for strip method prediction of 
operating characteristics." 
~.' ore specifically, it was directed tmvard determination of the 
underlying causes of siEnificant differences between the operating 
characteristics of previously tested model propellers (refe rence 1) 
1,J'hich differed only in shank fonn and pitch distribution . Furthe r, it 
extended the range of propeller wake measurements to pitch angles c reater 
than any heretofore eX2lored, enable correspondingly extensive determin-
ation of the lift coefficients at ,""hich blade elements operate and, 
through analysis of the results, shed new" liGht UDon some basic concepts 
of modern propeller theory. 
SYJUBOLS 
B number of blades 
D diruneter, feet 
H tip radius J f ee t 
r radius of e l er:lent , feet (See also a below.) 
x radius ratio, r/R 
b chord of element, feet 
h maximum thiclmess of eler.1ent, feet 
pitch angle of element, degrees (reference - chord line) 
pitch angle of element, degrees (reference - lift axis) 
pitch Dngle of tip element, degrees 
effective angle of advance, degrees 
geometric angle of advance, de f, rees ( - 1 I ¢o= "" n V 2nnr ) 
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effecti ve angle of attack, decrees 
a' GG omet ric o..ngle of attacl:, degrees (reference - lift axis; 
Q ' =13 ' - 1>0) 
angle of zero lift, degrees 
IjJ ang;le of ya '! , deGrees 
V velocity, feet per second 
Vs slipstrerum velocity, feet per second 
Vr resultant velocity of e lement, feet per second 
u 
Vf 
axial component of v 
s 
tanEential component of v 
s 
a coefficient of induced axial velocity (Irote: 1 + a .. r) 
a' coefficient of induced tanGential velocity 
p air dens i ty, slugs pe r cubic foot 
rr relative air density, p/po 
j; mass flow 1?er unit time , slugs per second 
2/ 
qs = P V c/ 2 
w angular velocity , radians per second 
n rotative speed, r evolutions pe r second 
V/nD advance ratio 
Po static pressure at upstream face, lb/ft 2 
PI static pressure at downstream face, 1 /ft 2 
increase of static pressure (PI - po), 
Pto total pressure i n undisturbed stre8..'.l , 
Ptl total pressure at dO"rmstream face, Ib/ft8 
3 
E 
~Pt increase of total pressure (Ptl - Pto), lb/rt 2 
Pu total pressure on upstream 1 tube of ya"'r head, lb/ft2 
Pd total pressure on dovmstre:::'ID J tube of yaw head, lb/ft 2 
Py yaw head pressure difference (pu - Pd), Ib/ft a 
PU= pulq PD = pclq Py = Pv/q 
.J 
Ie yaw ~ead constant (K ::: Py/sin 2\jJ) 
S.P. static plate pressure difference, lb/ft 2 (q = 1. 0525 S . P. ) 
T thrust , pounds 
Q torque , pounds feet 
P pov,er input , foot-pounds per second 
thrust coefficient, Tjp n2 D 4 
CTO integrated thrust coefficient 
spinner thrust coefficient (negative) 
in thrust coefficient - fig . 11) 
(Also used to denote error 
1 . 0 
CQ torque coerficient, Q/pn"D5 ~Q = f (dCQI'dx) dX) 
0 . 15 
~ efficiency (CTV/CpnD) 
dT thrust of all elements at radius r, pounds 
dQ torque of all elements at rad.us r , pounds feet 
dT' thrust of element, pounds 
l\"li th reference to tangential velocity :lormally i mparted to slip-
stream. 
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dFQ ' tangential force on element, pounds 
"-
dL ' lift of ele. ent. pOl.L.'1.ds 
dD t drag of element, pounds 
d.:{ ' resultant force on element , pounds 
cL section lift coofficiont, dL'/qrbdr 
MODELS 
Eight of the previously tested series of thirteen mode ls 1 were 
se lectt:;d for wake survey studies 0 All of them have adjustable - pitch, 
duralumin blades of 2080- foot diamE,ter . '['heir g;eomctrio characteristics 
are defined by figures 1 to 4; the follm;ing particulars are worthy of 
r..ote: 
Four-Blade Uodels 
Model P, - A conventional type blade of l.L.'1.iform geometric design 
pitoh 030 • 75H = 24 0 ) ,:.rith relatively i"lide tip and so-called round shank. 
Attention is ca.]led to the mea;;urement of p wi th reference to the nomi -
nal chord lin€:; and to the fact that dee;eneration of the airfoil. profile 
into a circular cylinder is complete only at the innermost seotion of 
the blade (see figs. 1 and 2) . 
Mode l Pc reprQsents Eodel P equipped ·with a cuff of Clark Y. profile; 
the geometric pitch of the cuff is the same as that of the outer portion 
of the blade. 
nodel PeR represents ~:odel P equipped ".;ith a refined Clark Y cuff 
'which has s;:'1.o.11er racl..ial a.'1.d chordwise dimensions than those of Pc 
a.nd incorporate.e a. washout of 12 0 • (Hote : Hashout speci£ied is that at 
spinner surface o ) 
Hode l PC2 hat! the sa.:J.e pla.n fom and profiles, outboard of the 
cuff;> as M:pdel P, bue has a larger desiGn pitch (~ 0 . 7 5H. = 30') ) , and an 
unusually thin cuff in \'lhich lJi CA series 16 profiles and a \'la"hout of 
100 are, incorporated. 
1 
Force . tests reported in reference 1 . 
5 
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Three - Blade Models 
Model U- 24 has the same plan form and profiles as Model PC2 . 
Its uniform design pitch (measured with reference to the lift axes, 
or "no lift lines" of the i"-'rofiles) is char acterized by pO. 75R = 240 • 
Hodel U- 60 is also of uniform design pitch and differs from U-24 
only in having ~ O. 75R = 600 • 
Hode l O. 4:E has the same plan fonn and profiles as the U-mode l s but 
is of non- unifornl design pitch. The ordinates of its twist curve (s ee 
fig . 4) are 0 . 4 times those of the Ilenvelope twist curve . ll l 
Mode l 0 . 8E is also of non- uniform design pitch and differs from 
Model 0 . 4E only in having a t wist curve vJhose ordinates are 0 . 8 times 
those of the envelope curve . 
The hubs of all mode ls were enclosed within a spinner of the form 
illustrated by figure 5. 
APPAHA.TUS AND TECmnQUE 
The experiments were carried out in the 7 . 5-foot wind tunnel of the 
Guggenhe im Aeronautic Laboratory at Stanford University where the models 
we r e driven by the dynamometer ordinarily used for force tests . A 
description of thi s equipment will be found in refe r ence 2 . 
The wake survey apparatus installed in the wind stream consisted 
of the two bar.ks of yaw heads shovm in figure A. Details of the heads 
are illustrated by figure B and the manometer uEled to record the 
pressures may be seen in figure C. 
To make the obstruction offered by the supporting structure 
symmetrical, the yaw heads were arranged in two banks which extended 
vertically above and be low the propeller axis . The dimensions and 
locations of the heads may be seen in fi gure 5 Ilhere it will be not ed 
that they are numbered in the ordor of increasin~ radii . Those numbe r ed 
1 to 10 were l ocated at the mean radii of annular rings of equal area; 
1 
Note : The envelope of the tWist curves of all uniform design 
pitch blades is defined by the equation 
6 
J 
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those numbe r ed 0 and 11 we re arbitrarily located close to the spinner 
anu jus t outside the bla.de tips . As shm;m in fi gure 5, the tips of 
all ya'J h eads we re O.05D aft of the p l ane of the blade axes ; this 
locatior.. ·was fixed b y the necessity of providing a small clearance 
for Model Pc - which has the widest cuff . 
l:;xc ept for the incorporation of shielded tota l head tubes , the 
yaH heads us e d in this investigation close ly resemble the British type 
y.hose deve lopment is ue scribe tl in refe r ence 3 . Altho ugh t h i s typo·ha s 
been use d in at leas t one previous Ame rican investigation (reference 
4), it was found impos sible to obtain satisfactorily linear yaw cali-
bration charactel'istics ',-.rhen the tips of the tubes were beveled to 
sharp edge s; the final ca libration da ta shown in t he left-hand chart 
of fi gure 6 Tlere obta :me d only afte r the tips had been blunted to the 
extent illustro.t ed by the enlal'(!:ed section of fi gure 5 . It will be n ot -
(·d that ul though the yaw charac t eristics are substantially unaffected 
by change s of airs~eed, the calibration constants (K ) for the various 
h e ads differ some·what . Since these diffo rences bear no evident relation 
to the local variations oi' total pressure (PTO - see right- ha.nd chart of 
fig·. 6 ) , they are be lieved to reflect minute differences between the 
forms of individua l h e ads . 
The calibration curves for the total h ead tubes (fib . 6) r epresent , 
actually , t h e r e sults of total pressure surveys along the vertical di -
amete r of the stream. These Viere carried out in the pre s enc e of the 
dynamomet e r and spinne r and the blade ape rtu res in the spinne r were , 
of cour s e , cove r e d while t he surveys 1;rere being made . If it be assumed 
t hat t he va riatiO::ls of t otal and d;ynamic pressu res are identical, t hese 
results indicate va riat i ons of ap? ro~dmate ly ±l.l p fd rcent V 
(x 2 . 2 pe rcent q) a t all but the lovrest speeds where a sliGhtly greater 
variation is evident . Yaw t ests of the total head tubes we re extended 
only to x 4S0 but , ·within that ranr-e l no measurable variation of the 
r eg iste r e d total pre ssu:'e s nas ob sf:rved . (It nlay be worth notinL; that 
isolated t ubes of th i s k i nG are ent i r e l y r e liab l e up to ± 600 . ) 
Th e YE .. 'd and t ot a l h OQd tub"l s ',/e r e COilll.0ctod to a multip le manometer 
(wi t h common ci s te r n ) "hoc8 c ollum heiGhts " ..ve r e r ecorded by means of a 
35- millimet er camera . J\.ddi ti ona l c onne ctions enable d the r e cording of 
a pre ssure diffe r ence ( SP) proporti ona l to t he dynamic pressure and of a 
predetermine d pressu r e d ifference (usua lly 10 Ib/sq ft) Vlhich was im-
p osed by a dou blc boll-ja r ba lance . The forme r had the effect of making 
t he r e cords n on- ui mens i ona l by dei'inine; q as a head of the same liquid 
as t hat us ed to measur e the ya'vv a.!'ld total pre s sure s ·while the lat ter 
provided a dimens i onal pre ssure s ca l e which enabl e d checking of the 
photographically rec orded va l ue s of SP a gainst t h os e obs e rved by t he 
tunrle l ope r ator . Dampin~ sufficient to make t he meniscus velocity pro-
portiona l to the appli ed pressure difference - rathe r than to the square 
root of' thB.t quantity - vms inc orporated in each pressure transD,i tting 
line and uniformity was obtained by the ad justment of individual dampers . 
7 
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Specially constructed projection and measuring appar~tus eliminated 
several steps from the usu~l process of reducing film records to pressure 
ratios. The records were projected upon a ~round glass screen and meas-
ured by means of a vernier height zage which could be traver~ed along a 
precision straightedf,e. Convenient control of the enlargement ratio 
made it possible to use fixed scales for direct measurement and record-
ing of the heads as multiples of the dyn~ic pressure, regardless of the 
abs oluto value of q. 
Only one at all serious inconvenience was encountered in the use 
of this apparatus; it arose out of the sensitivity of the yaw heads. 
After the initial adjustr.1cnt, slight inequalities of' the pressures ex-
perienced by the two tubes of a Given yaw head were sometimes detected 
in the preliminary run made vnthout model before each test . To re-establ i sh 
balance, the tube shanks were bent by hand - but the deformations required 
were so small that a dial indicator had to be used for their measurement . 
Early detection and constant surveillance precluded appreciable errors 
frcm this cause but it is mentioned as a basis for the recommendation 
that construction of the same type be avoided in the assembly of future 
yaw heads because it is believed that temperature and vibration effects 
upon unrelieved stresses in the soldered assemblies probably oontributed 
substantially the wlbalance developed by the heads used in this investi-
gation. 
TES T PR<fG RAM 
In this 'lake investigation, all models were tested under the same 
conditions which prevailed durinc their previous force tests (reference 1) . 
A oonstant rotative speed was maintained throughout each test and the 
advance ratio vms varied by altering the airspeed. Listed below are 
the blade angles 1 and corresponding rotative speeds at which ea.ch model 
was tested: 
Four-Blade Uodels 
~ . (deg) 20 30 40 50 60 
0.75R 
Revolut ions per minute 2100 1740 1314 996 744 
Three-Blado Models 
~ e. 75R (deg) 12 24 36 48 60 
Re-volutions per minute 2100 2100 1470 1056 744 
i Nominal anr; les, ~ ; reference - arbitrary chord line . 
a 
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~he number of advance ratios at which vrake survey records were 
taken varied with the pitch settine; ; only 6 or 7 records were taken 
nhen p O. 7GR = 12 0 but 13 to 15 were made at the 600 settings . 
Preliminary tests were made to determine the effect of presence 
of the survey apparatus upon the perfonnance characteristics of the 
nodels; none Ylas found . After completion of the test prograrn~ auxiliary 
experiments vrere made '·Ii th the yaw heads moved farther downstream to 
explore ti1e possibility of making dependable surveys under conditions of 
stalled blade operation . 
REDUCTION OF ~.TA 
A sample record is reproduced as fie;ure D. The datum with reference 
to uhich all pressures \"fere measured was the leve l of the colu:nn actuated 
by the pressure at the upstream (hiGher pressure) static orifice in the 
tunnel entrance cone . As previously stated, pressures were read directly 
from the projected records as multiples of the dynamic pressure. From 
the total pressures in the slipstream, PTl, the corresponding free 
stroar'l values , P ( from fig . 6) , were subtracted to obtain the changes TO 
of total pressure, 6. PT, due to propeller action . Since the ya'i, head 
pressures 'ivere balanced in the free stream, the pressure differences due 
to obliquity of the slipstream were obtained directly as Pu - PD = Py • 
These recorded values and differences, for ti10 record shovm in figure D, 
will be found in the upper part of the sample computation fonn v/hich is 
rep roduced as figure 7 . 
Torque Coefficients 
The method used for evaluatin~ the elementary torque coefficients" al-
though describe d elsewhere (refe rence 3), is developed h e re for the sake 
of comple teness and for convenience of reference in the subsequent treat-
ment of thrust . If the elements of a propeller at radius r impart the 
tan~ential velocity w to the mass of air dlI which , in unit time , passes 
c.r.rr'c.e h thr finn'..llus S "'le I t "by -::1".838 " ::'effi'3ntS J th"Jy cxperiE.-nce thr" t ::.rque 
dQ = n'ldM 
If u is the axial velocity th:'c"gh tr.9 prcPeller 
dH = 2npurdr 
9 
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whence 
Introducing x = r/R and R = D/2, 
r = ":x/2 dr = Ddx/2 
Substitution of these values in (3) gives 
( 5) 
How, the pressure difference ,experienced by a yaw head of the type used 
in these experiments is proportional to the dynamic pressure of the slip-
stream, P ITs 2/2, and to the sine of twice the angle of yaYTj that is, 
(6) 
(:i:Iote : The calibration of such heads is accomplished by measuring p 
at a series of anGles of yaw in a stream of knovm direction and dyna.~ic 
pressure. Thus K is detennined as Ie = Pylq sin 2\)1). 
By substituting 2 sinw cosW for sin2W, (6) may be written as 
P (v sinW)(V COS~I) = ~~ 
5 " S / K 
(7) 
If the axis of the yaw head is parallel to the direction of undisturbed 
flow and if u and ware, respectively, the axial and ta.n~;entia l 
components of the s Upstream velocity to 1:,hich the yavl head is exposed, 
u = IT cos~ and w = V sin\)1 
s s 
(8) 
PUVl (9) 
whence 
The substitution of this relationship in (5) yields the result 
(10 ) 
10 
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The corresponding torque coefficient is 
TTX
8 (Py) dx 
4pn'lP K 
( 11) 
l'.'llltiplying numerator and denominator by tvrice the square of the undis-
turbed stream velocity, 2V8, yields 
. nx.2 ( 2 )( V )8 (py ) aCQ = _ _ _ _ dx 
8 pV- nD K 
(12 ) 
If, now, the y~w head pressure difference is expressed in termB of the 
dynamic pressure of the undisturbed streEl.lTl - that is, Py == Py/(pV8/2) -
the expression for the elementary torque coefficient aSS1.Unes the form 
(13) 
which was used in the computation. (See fig. 7. ) 
Thrust Coefficients 
In developing an expression for the elementary thrust coefficient, 
it should be remembered that the accepted concept of screw propeller 
action is that as the air pisses through the plane of the blades, it 
experiences a change of static pressure and undergoes tangential accel-
eration while its axial velocity remains unchanged . Therefore , if the 
blade elements which have the radius r change the static pressure of 
the air upon which they act by the amount 6p, they experience the 
thrust 
dT = 2rt r.l pdr (14) 
Substituting for rand dr in accordance with (4) gives 
( 15) 
The corresponding thrust coefficient is 
(16) 
11 J 
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Multiplying and dividing by t wice the square of the undisturbed velocity, 
2 
2V, gi ve s 
nx / V \2 ( 26P) dC = - ( - . --2 dx 
T 4 \ndJ ' pV 
and if 6P is nov substituted fo r 6 p/(PV2/2), the eleraentary thrust 
coefficient is 
dC T __ nx ( V )8 
-- - - 6P 
dx 4 nD 
(Ie) 
In previous slipstream investigations which involved only pro-
pellers of relatively low pitch (e.g., rei'erE..nc es 3, 4, and 5) it has 
been customary to neg lect the diffe rence bet'Neen the increases of static 
and total pressures, t hat is,to accept the app roximation 
(19) 
for use in equation (18). The e rrors inherent in this met h od v.rere , 
in these earlier experiments , minimized son.enhat by failure of the 
unshielded total heao. tubes to experience full total pressure "\"Jhen 
exposed to ob lique flow. In the present studies, honever, it ""vas 
feared t hat the large r tanGential velocities created by the high- p itch 
models might lead to serious errors if this approxi mation we re retaine d 
and it uas therefore decided to use shielded total head tubes for re-
liable detennination of t~1e total pressures and to calculate 6 P from 
thes e and othe r a vailable data. 
In appendix A, it is shovm that 
(20) 
in which 
1 P a 
E - - (..!'! 
2 J 
4: r K 
(21) 
and, if "tL.'1ifonn axial inflow i s assumed, that 
----- .-- -- ------
r = - - -- - - --- --~- ----- (22) 
2 
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(It should be noted that in these equations r = 1 + a.) Application of 
these relationships to the slipstream survey data, alone , would have made 
calculation of the elements.ry thrust coefficients prohibitively laborious 
because a process of successive approximations would have been required 
for the evaluation of r.1 This method Vias actually applied to the 
results of a few tests but, fortunately, it was found. that the values 
of r so obtained differed neglic;ibly, if at all, from those computed 
by substituting in (22) values of CT (for the S',Une advance ratios) 
taken from the force test data of reference 1. 
The values of r used in tho routine calculations of dC~dx 'were 
therefore detennined by the substitution of fo~ce-test values of C 
T 
in 
equation (22). (Actually they nere read from a curve of r versus 
CT (nD/V)2 'Hhich was prepared for the purpose.) The values of E, 6, P 
and dCT/dx were then calculated by means of equations (21), (20), and 
(18) J respectively . These steps are sununarized at the bottom of the 
computation form, figure 7. 
Section Lift Coefficients 
To supplement me re provision of the specified IIdata for strip method 
precdction of operating characteristics, II the scope of this investigation 
v,as voluntarily expanded to i :n.clude calculation, from these data, of 
valUE:S of the section lift coefficients for ele:r.lents of several mode ls 
under various operatinG conditions. As the results of these calculations 
are presented and discussed later in this report, the method of their 
evaluation is outlined below. 
1 
Procedure : Obtain first approximations of dCT/dx by accepting 
(19) for solut ion of (18)j plot and integrate to obtain first approxi-
ms.tion of 
to get first 
to evaluate 
inG to (20) 
of dCT/cL'C . 
dX) and substitute this value in (22) 
approximation of r. Use approximate value of r in (21) 
E for each station, calculate corresponding !::, pIS accord-
and substitute them in (18) to obtain second approxllnations 
Repeat process until no change in r is fotmd. 
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The following analysis is made in accordance nith the basic · form 
of Glauert's momentilln-vortex theory (reference 6) , in which a propeller 
of finite solidity is assill.led to have infinitely numerous blades. 
Accordingly, the induced velocities at a given radius are aSSillned to be 
one-half the final (far dovmstream) values of the axial and tangential 
velocities which would be imparted by the blade elements at that r adius 
to the cylindrical shell of air upon which they act. Finite induced 
angles of attack therefore arise from the two-dimensional1 motion of a 
finite mass of air, that is one whose dimension nomal to the span1 
is equal to the circumference of the cylindrical shell. Thus the 
influences of elements at one radius upon those at another, as well as 
those of the finite nULlber of blades and of flow around the b lade tips, 
are excluded from consideration. 
1 
\ 
~ 
\ 
2nnr 
Diagram E 
In cylindrical coordinates. 
v 
I 
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The lift of the blade e lement illustrated above is 
aLI = dT' cos ¢ + dFQ' sin¢ 
or 
dL' dT' dFn ' 
- cos ¢ + 'l! sin ¢ (24) 
dr dr dr 
Primes are used to disti.nguish the forces which act upon an element of 
a single blade from the sums of such forc es for all elements which have 
t he sanle radius . The section lift coefficient is 
dL ' 
q dS 
r 
r dT' dF ' l-- cos ¢ +~ 
dr dr 
sin <P ] (25) 
1-..,he r ein dS 
sponding to 
whence 
i s the el ementary area, qr 
IT} and b the blade y,idth. 
l' 
the dynamic pressure co1're-
Accordin~ to (4) , dr ~ Ddx/2, 
dT ' dT' 2 
= -x and (26) 
d l' dx D dr dx D 
The sub s titution of the s e values in (25) g ives 
4 ,. dT ' dFQ ' ] 
c L = --- l~ cos q, + sin ¢ 
PV 2bD dx dx l' 
(27) 
Remembering, now, that the elementary thrust and torque coefficients 
dCT/dx and dC~dx are deduced from slipstream pressures produced by 
the action of all the blade e lements located at the radius x , it 'will 
be evident that , in the case of a propeller which has B blades , the 
forces on a sinGle element are 
dT' 
= and dx dx B 
dF t Q 
-------..-
dx 
dCQ pn
2 D 5 
= ----,..-... ~ 
dx rB 
(28) 
J 
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Thus (27) may be r <l wri tten as 
<) 4 
4 pn D 
c = -- x 
L P V/bD B 
1
.-- dCT_ dCQ D 1 
cos<P + - x - sin<p 
'--dx dx r 
The substitution of -·V(l + a)/sin <I> for V r and of 2/x fClr D/r 
now yields the equation 
c = 4 
L 2 8 
B (b/D}(l + a) (V/nD) 
[ 
dCT dCQ 
- cos <I> + 
dx dx 
x ~ sin <I> 1 
x 
which .was used for the calculation of section lift coefficients. 
(29) 
(30 ) 
Given the number ' of blades (n), the location and width of the 
element (x, b/D), and the corresp onding reduced test data (V/nD, 
dCT/dx, dCQ/dx), c a lculation of the section lift coefficient by means 
of (30) becomes possible upon the detennination of a. and 1> . The 
methods used to evaluate these quantities are described in appendix B. 
RESULTS 
The results of the entire program of tests, cornpnslng some four 
hundred separate lturveys, ,";ere plotted, first, in the form. illustrn.ted 
by figures 8, 9, and 10. 1[hen curves of dCT/dx and dC'dX versus x 
were [·aired through t;he individual sets of points obtained from the 
upper (odd numbered) and lOYle r (even numbered) banks of yaw heads, it 
became appannt that the two groups of data eyJ'libited syster.atic 
differences {,hich increased "vith the pitch o.ne;1e. As it appeared that 
such differences could logically be ascribed only to sliGht non-uniforn.i ty 
of velocity of the undisturbed stream, mean curvea ""e r e constructed as 
the best possible representation of the average rn.dia1 distributions 
of the elementary thrust and torque coeffic ients. Space limitations 
prevent the reproduction of more than these s amp les of the indivi d!J.al 
grading curves but the ordinates of all the mean curves are presented 
later in condensed charts. 
A comparison of the results of ... ·ral~e surveys and force tests is 
prefaced by fiGure 11 nhich illustrates the importance of ta1dng 
tangential velocities in-to account "'·Then evaluating t he elemcnt!.\ry 
thrust coefficients and also r eveals the ren arkab le sensitivity of the 
survey-deternlined thrust to small errors of total pressure measurement. 
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In fi Gure s 12 to ::' 9 , tho r esults of the y;o.ke sur veys o. r e compared 
';Ii th t~10se of previous force t.ests of the saMe model s. The point values 
sho-.m on these cherts we r e determined by me chanical integrat ion of t he 
c..rec. s und.ar the 1:,-oo.n thrust and torque grc,dine- curves and corre ction of 
the thrust coofficie nts for spinner drtcg . ( I.le t hod of correction o.ud 
exp0riment c,1 datI:, on spinner dr ag Tri ll be found in appendix C. ) 
The basic data from which these snnuTIary charts we r e prepared o. re 
prese nted in fi [ ures 20 to 35. Eacr.. even-nw~bered f i gur e i n this gr oup 
conto.ins curves of dC...,/dx ve rsus V/nD fo r a ll sto.ti ons and all 
.J. 
pitch set"cings of a partiC1.,lar model; the follouin; odd-number~d fig -
:.lres pre sent the corre s._ondlns torqu3 dato. . The spotted ordino.tea a r e 
those of t he mean t h rust and to que gr tcding curves . Because t ho scales 
of t110SC fig'urc s a r c n CJ cessarily such as to pre clude very accurate 
rvadinc of t:-J0 ordinat0s of the to:"quc curves for t he sme. ller pi tch 
settinGS , numeri ca l values of dC~dx for all o.dv. nco rt,t ios a.t \'Thich 
t ·sts Vle r e made VIi th pitch sett ings of 120 , 20° , ond 24. 0 have been 
tabulo.ted in table I . 
From the bo. sic data, thrust and torque gradinfi: curves fo r vadous 
mode l s have been prepared for FIrposes of c ompc.rison unde r diffe r ent 
c andi ti ons of ops r ation; thene , a long -;ri th other deduced curves (figs . 
36 to 42 ) vi ll bo introduced in the discussi on which follo-vlS . 
The r e sults of pre linino.ry and auxi lia r :,r t ests are present ed in 
figures 50 &nd 51c 
DISCUSSION 
Goneral Fco.tur o s - Compari s on with Force Tests 
T~e gener a l cha r a cter of the r o sults may best bG appreciated by 
follov.-ing; through t ho dcveloprr:ent of a t ypicc.. l set . For this purpose 
the data and calculations tabula.ted in f iguru 7 vii ll s e rv-e [ .. s a s tart-
ing point; t he s e results ... ·.'e r e obtained by t osting l.iode l O. 8E , wi th 
blades set at 36°, a t u.n ad.vance ratio of 0. 985 . 
The t h r ust and torque gr uding curves dofined by t he calculated 
.values of dCT/dx and dCc!dX a ppear in fi gure 9 as thG cho.rts 
de signated "V/W = O. cI85"; in the same figu r e c_re sir.lilar curves f or 
othe r advance r atios . Figures 8 and 10 are ~nQlogous illustrat ions for 
Pi tch angles of 120 and 600 • The Doint vd ucs of C o.i d C sllm-vn in ~ T P 
fi gure 191',re r e obtained by the intcEr a tioll of "meo.n I jne" grading curves 
such as thoso of figureS 8 , 9 , and 10 . 
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In figures 8 to 10, it will be noted that discrepancies between the 
data obtained from heads of the upper and 10'wer groups grow larger as 
the pitch and, consequently, the advance ratio for tL"1stalled operation, 
increase . It is this fact which points to non-uni.f'onllity of tunnel 
velocity distribution as the cause of divergence. Lest it be imagined 
that such discrepancies rt.;flect excessive irre€;ularity of stream velocity, 
the followine; analysis, based on simple blade element theory, is present&d 
to demonstrate the fallacy of such an inference. 
Taking the va lue of 
efficiency as 3 . 50 ,,·,hen 
sponding values of CP 
o 
~ , 
0. 75lt as 63
0 and the advance ratio for peak 
tl1.e nominal pitch setting is 600 , the corre-
and at are foun d. to be 56.080 and 6 . 92:> , 
respectively . (Induced velocities have been ignored in making these 
calculations. ) If it is also ass1..un f)d that at opposite points on the 
path of this elemont the local stream velocities are 0 . 99 and 1. 01 times 
the mean value , the corresponding fl.l1g1es of attack are found to be 
7.180 and 6 . 65 0 • Since the eleoentary forces and, therefore , the gains 
of total pressure in the wake may be exp8cted to vary proportionally, 
it is seen that a velocity variation of ±l percent may be expected to 
result in a discrepancy of the order of (7.Hl/6 . 65 = 1.08) R r ;' l"c'1nt 
between the elementary forces deduced from head measurements mad.e on 
oppodte radii. 
It is also worth noting that if a constant mean angle of attack 
is TIaintained by simultaneGusly varyinG the pitch angle and advance 
ratio, the discrepancy between the two sets of observations - rilade on 
opposite radii and in the presence of a velocity difference of fixed 
percentage - may be expected to become largtu' as the ad.vance ratio 
increases . This is true l)ecause tile deviation of the instantaneous 
angle of attack from its raean value is , under these conditions , roughly 
proportional to the angle of advance. 
Another r elated consideration of equal, if not greater, consequence 
is illustrated by the curves (B) of fi gure 11. Heference to the fOrr.J.ula 
used for computing; the values of deT/dx (fiG. 7) shows that if the 
increase of total pressure were to remain a fixed multiple of q, that 
is, .6PT = conflt~mt , the elementarJ thrust coefficient -.;vould vary 1'rith 
(V/nD)8 . Therefore, Tlith fixed accuracy of manometer record measure -
ment (in percent q) 1 the total thrust becomes increasingly sensitive 
t o sensitive to least count errors as the a dvance ratio increases. 
The curves of fiGure 11 illustrate the changes in apparen t thrust 
coefficient (6 CT) which would result from errors in location of the 
total pressure datum (€) which ar.LOUl1t to only O.005q and O. Olq, the 
accuracy vii th which the r e cords could be measu red at the pitch settings 
indicated along the curves . The overlappinr; ranv;us r osult from the use 
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cf U:3 diffe1'Gnt rotative speed.s f0r tests at different pitches and the 
fact that t ;'lO UTIli ts of _neasur ement w·ere fixed by the absolute values of 
the dynamic pressure . 
Tlis sitnation obviously presents a serious obstacle to the attain-
ment of hii::h accuracy in surveys made behind prope llers of hiGh pitch 
and, in view of the magnitude of 6, CT shown in figure 11, the degree 
of agreement betvreen force and sUl"'rey results actually attained under 
such conditions (fics . 12 to 18) appears r;ratHyinf:; rathel" than dis -
app ointinG" In fact , the absence of serious scattering among the survey 
thrust points in the unstalled ran[;es of hiGh V/nD operation is 
bel:i.eved to :Lndicate that the effective accuracy of total pl'E.:ssurc 
determination must have been cons i. derably superior to tho.t 1."lhich Tlould 
correspond to an averu[e error equal to the least count of the record 
measuring apparatus . However, this very fact directs attention to 
certain systeLatic differences bet .... Teen force and wake survey test 
results wh:ch Tlill be discussed later. 
Reference to figures 12 to 18 nill reveal that the agreement 
~)etYleell the results of Ylake surveys and force tests is excellent for 
pitch settiLlgs up to about 36 0 but that it begins to deteriorate as 
this o.ngle is e ·'cc eeded o The greatest diver:;ence OCC~lrs in the case of 
the ti1rusts of fully stalled blades; it nill be noted. that althOUGh the 
surveys accOlmt for only a small part of the thrust measured. under 
this condition, the corresponding poner coefficients are erroneouGly 
large. As incipient divergence ma~r be seen in the lonest V/nD range 
even "\""hen the pitch ane;les are n.s sl!lu ll 8.S 200 , it is eyident that 
anglo of attack rather than pitch ane;le is the controlling factor . It 
is thus quite c lear that the apps. ratus and methods used in this in-
vestie;ution yield seriously erroneous results under the conditions of 
stalle ... l operation . 
At this point , attention is co.lle d to the results of preliminary 
tosts y[hich are presented in figure 51 . There it may be seen that not 
even the stallin!; charo.ctcristics of a very hie;h- pitch Inodel are appreci -
o.bly influenced by the presence of the survey apparatus. 
Sir-ce the values of dCT/dx Galculated from gi-ven Vla':e c.a.ta vary with 
l/K (see equation 13) , the erroneously larGe po·wer coefficients deduced 
fro;:l stalled-blade da-ca probabl:r reflect a substantial aur;raentation of the 
yaw head calibration constaats D.t larGe angles of yaH. This expla.na-
tion is sugc;ested by the upvrard trend of the valuos of K uhich may 
be seen in several of the charts of fipyre G and by the fact t hat if 
Py vere to remain fini to and posi ti ve lmtil \jJ = 900 J K Ii ould then 
become infinite because sin 2\)1 = O. More extensive calibration data 
"\"lOuld be required. to verify this hypothes is but the occurrer..ce of very 
large instantaneciu[; values of \jJ in the ",rakes of stalled mod31s has 
been demonstrated by the behavior of tufts . 
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Supplementary tests I:1ade in an effort to determine the cause of 
the thrust discrepancies indicate that even heads of the shielded type 
are h1.capable of measuring the true mea."YJ. total pressures when the 
survey tubes are installed at very small distances behind a stalled 
proi)eller~ This is deduced fran the data presented in figure 51; the 
improved agr eement , in the case of torque as well as thrust, obtained 
by moving the heads dO'rmstream is interpl'etcd as the result of rapid 
decay of the pressure and directional disturbances 'which are, of course , 
most intense immediately behind the blad.es (see fics . 2 and 3, reference 
3) 0 Previous investioators (references 3 and 4) have stressed the 
importance of locati.ng survey heads as close to the propeller as 
possible ; it now appears that, except for the alight uncertainity in-
troduced by slipstream COl traction, sllch close proxiIaity is hie;hly 
undnsi.r.able . 
Hethod of COl.1paring Perfonnance ChanlCter istics 
As the J::1erits of various blado fOrr.1S are to be aplll'aised from the 
vieHpoint of the constant-spoed propeller, Hhich necessarily operates 
over broad ranges of pitch , power coefficient, and advance r£l.tio , it 
"Jill be necessary to define, at the ou.tset, the conditions under 
which comparisons of performance cllaracteris tics are to be made . 
Typical high- speed r..nd c lir,tb ing flie; lt conditi ons are defined by Line s 
I and II , respectively, in fi!J'ul'e 36. 
Line I is actually a rectilinear · .ppro:<imation of the (very sliGhtly 
cUl"-ved) curves of Cp V3 rS,lS V/nD for the condition of mD.ximwn effi-
ciency for all of the blade forms tested? The parallel Line II defines 
values of 11/nD which , at equal values of Cp, are O.G of thos e for 
Line I. These are the s::une condit ions of comparison which ne r e utilized 
in discussion of the previous force tests reported in reference 1 ; de-
fini ti ve coordinates of the t,ro lines are: 
V/nD V/nD 
Line I 0 . 90 2 . 85 
Line II . 05 . 54 . 50 1071 
Most of the comparisons to be discussed belovl involve combinations 
of pitch angle and advance ratio y,hich did. not occur in the test pro-
gr~l . The refore , the t hrust ruld torque gradinc curve s for such con-
di tions were determined by a process of interpolation whici'l y;as , 
necessarily , somewhat involved ; its principal features are illustrated 
by figure 36(a). The ordinates of the thrust grading curves in the 
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lou·er part of this firure were ta1cen fron fifure 28; the advance ratios 
at which they were read corres:?ond to the intersections of Line I with 
the Cp versus V/nD curves for the several test pitch settings as 
determined b~r the force tests of ref0rellce 1. The contour chal't 
which constitutes the upper part of the figure vIas constructed from 
these gradinG curves and reconciled with the cross-faircd curves 
(not sho':m) of dCT/dx versus ~ fat' fixed values of Xe The thrust 
gratin£; curves for the desired in~en!lediate pitch settings and arivaJ.ce 
:ratios - which correspond to the attainment of predeteniline:d val·..tss 
of CJ? under the cO:J.ditions defined by Line I - T[erO cons·l;ructed 
by simply plot tine; the values of the conto'.l.rs at t hei r intersections 
wi th prope r lines of ~ = constant (broken lines ). The values of ~ 
used for sue}. interpolation we:ce also taken from previous force test 
data (see figs. 34 an.d 35, reference 1) . The same method nas applied 
to the torques . 
Effec·~s of Shaak Fonn 
The changes of thrust and torque caused by enclosing round blade 
shanks TJi th cuffs of airfoil profile are illustrn.tod by fiGu.res 37 and 
38. In Gxaninine; these curves, it should he noted that t:wy represent 
the effect of a(~ding cuffs 1'!hile the pitch and advance ratio r6;.:ain 
l..Ulch:1.ngedj in the case of such a basic change of form , this is be-
lieved to give a more si(;n-l.ficant portrayal of the results tnan would 
a comparison predicated upon the absoqtion of given amounts of pouer 
at equal values of V/nD . 
It "'·/ill be seen at once t' at the addition of cuffs has little or 
no effect upon the forces e :i.p 3J:'iellceJ. by the unmodified outer portions 
of tilO blades so lon.g as stalling does not occu.r. Such discrepancie s 
as are apparent in the outor portions of the r,.: rading curves for pj.tch 
settings less than 60 0 are small and generally consiatent; it seems 
likely that they are due to minor differences of blade form and cho.nce 
experimental errors . This evidence tends to verify the substantial 
in<lependence 01' operation of the blac:e elelJ1ents - a si.mplifying 
assUln.ption of modern propeller the-ory which has , until noy[, had rather 
scant experimental verification (see reference 5). It should be noted, 
ho\',ever, that the 60 0 curves of ~ie;ure 38 indicate a marked influence 
of cuffs upon the stalling bellavior of the whole bladej YJhile it is 
recognized that these grading curves are quanti.tatively inaccurate, 
the qualitative differences "ihich they exhibit are too marked to ad.mit 
r easonable doubt that the stalline; characteristics of the t-:70 types of 
blade are quite dissimilar . 
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The princ ipal effect of the a~di tion of a cuff is see!l to be a 
marked increase of both the thrust anll torque of the imler portion of the 
blade . The negati'Te thrust which chare.cterizes the round s hank is mini -
mized 1!hen not entire l y eliminated e And it nquires only briof illspection 
to see that the thrust is augmented. in considerably grea.ter proportion 
than is the torque . Thus the ll~rovement of efficiency in the unstalled 
range, which yras demonstrated by previous force tests , is now shovvn to 
be the r esult of loca lized, rather than extensive , modifications of the 
thrust and torque grading curves ~ 
The f orce tests of reference 1 have shown that the thi clmess of the 
cuff profile - within the range incorporated in these models - has verI 
li ttle effect upon efficiency in tIle non,tal operating range 1 and that the 
thicke r cuff enjoys on ly a slight superiority at reduced advance rati os . 
There is , therefore , litt le ca'..lse for surprise in the absence of marked 
differences betvreen the thrust and torque grading curves for such models . 
In figures 39 and 40 , the radial distributions of thrust and t o rque 
over thick- and thin- shank blades (PCR and PC2) which have identical 
plan fonns (but some'what diffe r ent pHch distribut i ons - see fi g . 3) 
are compa r ed unde r six t~rpical op e ratine; conditions , that is , at three 
values of Cp and at advance ratios wh ich correspond to representative 
high speed (Line I) and c limb (Line II) conditions of flight . 'fhese 
grading curves ,",ere obtained by the method illustrate d by figur e 36 (a); 
the pitch s e ttings for which the inte rpolat ions were carried out we re 
deduced f r om t he fo rce t es t data of r eference 1 by the us e of an 
auxilia r y chart similar to figure 34 of the r eport on that VIo r le . To 
enabl e the r eader to compare t!1e b l ade angles of the trro mode l sunde r 
t h ese conditions , the de duced p itch settings are tabulate d below: 
~ a t 0 0 7511 (de p; ) 
Line I Line II 
C (V/ nD ) P 
.P 2 (V/nD ) P (I-I PC2 P CH C vI 
001 (1.2'1) 29 . 8 29 . 8 (0.76) 22 .2 22. 3 
. 2 (1. 80 ) 39. 9 3r' • <3 ( leOB) 32 . 0 32 .2 
. 5 (2 . 85 ) 53 . 7 53 . 4 (l.?l) 48 .0 48 .1 
1 At the small Mach n1.1.nbers of thsJe te<:: t s . Eoweve:c., it sbould be 
appreciated that if resul tunt velocities at Hhank !'~_dii :Oec om ~-. suf:'i -
cent l y l a r ge , thic k p rof i18s w~l:::' suffe r eadier sl loe 1: stallinG t l an 
wi ll simila r thin one s of equal de sign lift coefficient . 
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It viill be apparent, upon l'efcrel1ce to the blade t-:list curves of 
f i Gure 3 , that the differencE;s between the grading curves of figures 
39 an d 40 arc in qualitative agreement fIlith the pitch distributions of 
the two models , that is , larger forces are expe rienced by the elements 
,'hich have the large r pitch angles . Thus the survey results are con-
sistei.lt with those of t he force te s ts in the indication of no significant 
differen~e s b6t'.'Jeen the performance of mode ls 'iii tll thick and thin cuffs 
in tho unstalled range. 
[j)~aminatiol1. of t he el81;J.entar.f thrust and torque curves for these 
models (fics . 24 to 27) fa ils to reveal significant diffe rence s of 
shank characteristics in the stalled l'a'1::.;e of operation. Particularly, 
there is little evidence of the marked difference between the stalling 
characteristics of thic k and t hin s hanks to v.hioh t he greater meri t of 
;::he mode l incorporating the thick type was tentatively f.l.s cribed in 
referellce 1. Only one s et of sr.ank eleillent curves, tl!ose for station 
No o 2 (X "" 0 0 253 ) at ~ = 600 , furnish definite corroborat ionj 0.75R 
in this instance the thrust of the t ilick element (PCR ) substantially 
exc eeds t :lat of the thin one (PCZ ) at sma ll values of V/nD whe reas 
their torque c urves are practically indistinguishab le. How"ever, this 
isolated bit of evidence is GO scant that such advantage as Model PCR 
enjoys at l'educed advance r atio::; cannot be fairly credited in freater 
measur e to shank profile effects t han to the influence of pitch distri -
butionJ It is unfortunate that two mod.els differing only in thickness 
of cuff profiles we re not available for test so that this question might 
have been definitely settled . NevE:rtheJ ess , in view of the adverse 
effects of sl1.ank stallinl~ which are broubht out in the following section, 
the recommen dation that shank profiles having small maximum lift co-
efficients be avoided would still appear 1Ivarranted. 
1ffects of Pitch Distribution 
1'he models s e l ect ( d f or wake survey studies of the effec ts of pitch 
oistributioll wel'e the e xtreme members of t he uniform and non-unil onn 
pitch series , that is , U24 , U60 , 0 . 4:: , and 0.8E. Thrust and torque 
grading curve s for these models , 'Then operatinr; under the s ix conditions 
selected for analysis in reference 1, ap "lear in fi gures 4 1 and 42 0 
The qualitative ag;roement between thes e curves and the corresponding 
curves of anele of attack Cfir;s . 37 and 38 of reference 1) "would appear 
to have ccns iderable significance. Comparison vdll r eveal that the 
e;lerr.entary t hrus t and tOi.~que vanish undor the condi Uone characterized 
by zero values of the an~;le of attack and that they do so at values 
of x "rh ioh corresp ond very closely t o those indicated by the curves 
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referred to above . (It should be recalled that the angles of attack 
r,lotted in figures 37 and 38 of reference 1 are measured with reference 
to the lift axes (no lift lines) of the profiles and that induced ve -
loci ties ' .. -ere ie;nored in their evaluation.) FUrth0r examination shovis 
tha'~ the elementary thrust and torques of the diffe rent models attain 
equality under the various conditions at values of x which very 
closely approximate those at which the corresponding p;eometric anp.;les 
of attack are equal o Additional evidence of correspondence will be 
found in the relative magnitudes of the elementary th r usts and torques 
at fixed values of x : they are in excellent general af,reement with 
the magnitudes of the corresponding angles of attack. 
Attention is non directed to those features of figures 41 and 42 
'-rhi h reveal the underlying: sources of the supe iori ty and inferiority 
of the vari olls pitch distributions . The g.rading curves for I"lodel 0 0 11 
stand apart from those for the othe r three; they indicate that the tips 
are very heavily loaded and that the inner elements produce negative 
thrust under all conditions of normal flight operatioll. That both the 
negative l oading of the sl!anks and excessive l oadinc of the tips preclude 
the attaimnent of high efficiency is~ of course , apparent from the view-
point of ,nomentum theoryo The lack of sufficient twist to avoid these 
objectionable che.racteristics is thus seen to be the origin of the 
generally poor perfor.nance demonstrated in previous force tests of this 
model (see fiCo 31, reference 1). 
The force tests show l however , that in operation at hiC;h power 
input (large Cp ) anu reduced advance ratios , ~' loclel O,,4E is more 
effici ent than any of the types VJhich incorporate Greater total angles 
of blade twist . Although the effects of such superiority would be cor..-
fined to take - off and lm'r- speed climb performance, the source of even 
theSE: limited advantages dese r ves inv0stigation~ 
lone of the six sots of c rading curves in figures 41 and 42 
depicts a condition in 1'::1ich Liodel O,,4E outperforms the other types 
because the smaller of the tv!O selected sets of arlvance ratios corre -
s p onds to normal . rathe r tha!1 to vory lO'.i- speed . climb. HO'rreve r, it 
vrill be seen in figure 42 that as Cp incroases along Line II (normal 
clirnb) the distributions of thrust and torque over the outer portions of 
the O.4:E blades ap~)roD.ch those of the more conventional types while no 
such coalt;scence occurs in the inner regi on . This fact is even more 
clearly illustrated by the section lift coefficient c u rves of figure 47 
and it is north noting that these curves conform .... rell with the corre -
spondinr; angle of attack curves, fiGures 37 and 38 of reference 10 
The section lift CU1"Ves for Cp = 0.5 and V/nD = 1. 71 clearly 
indicate that the shank of I\hdel 024 has already stalled and that those 
of U60 and O.8E may be expected to do so shortly. It t :le refore appea rs 
reasonable to believe that as the advance ratio is reduced still more 
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and the pitch settings are further augmented as required for the main-
tenance of a constant value of Cp , the efficiencies of tho conventional 
shanks v!ill deteriorate much more rapidly than will that of Model 0 0 41, 
while the behavior of the outer portions of all the blades will differ 
very little. It thus appears that the prevention of shank stalling by 
the incorporation of a reJ.ati vely small angle of t 'wist in the a~4:C blades 
is responsible for the superiority of this type in the low-speed, high-
po';,e r range. 
Heturning, now, to consideration of the other three pitch distri -
butions for nhich e;radinr; curves are Sh01"JIl in fiGures 41 and 42, it 
appears that under comparable operating conditions, l<!lodels O.SE, U24, 
and U60 experience loadinr;s which differ only by small amounts and that 
the mutual relationship betv,reen thes e differences is altered very slightly 
by large changes in the conditions of operation, that is, the grading 
curve s are closely grouped and the spacill£,: varie s only slightlyo This 
is due , chiefly: to the smallness of the ordinat a s which neces sarily 
characterize small values of x . In this case, a lso, the section lift 
coefficient curves of fi gur e 47 give a much clearer picture of the con-
ditions vThich actually prevail~ These curves ShOH t hat under typical 
high- speed operating conditions (Line I) tho inner elements of Mode ls 
O~ 8E and U60 vvork at much smaller lift coef f icients than do those of 
.Mode l U24 . This is also true - althouJ;h +'0 a sn:aller df.1[ r ee - in climb, 
s o long as the advance ratio and pitch setting are not large . The se 
facts are in accord wi th the ane l e of attack curve s of refe rence 10 
Since the ope ration of blade eler.~ents at negative lift coefficients 
cannot fail to have an unfavorable effect upon efficiency, fi gure 47 
warrants the expectation that laodel UGO will be less efficient than 
Mode ls U24 and O.SE in t he high- speed (Line I) conditions which corre-
spond to Cp = 0 . 05 and 0.2 . Thi s is confirme d by the force test results 
(see figs. 30 and 32 , refe r enc0 1) . The same criterion vmuld indicate 
the supe riority of Hodel U24 o',Te r Dodel O"S:8 1'lhen Cp :r.: 0,, 05 a r.d 
V/nD == 0 . 90 ; the force t es t r esult s in this case differ impe rceptibly, al-
tho_,gh a difference of tho pred~ r;ted Gense appears at slightly g r eater 
values of V/:nD with Cp = OoG5 (s ee fig . 32, r eference 1), YJith 
Cp == 0~2 and V/nD'" 1 . 80, t he section lift coefficients of I~odel U24 
are more nearly uniform than those of Model 0. 8E but force tesis shovr 
that the efficiency of the former is nec;liGibly superior under thjs con-
ditione In view of the still considerable di;fe r ences between the section 
lift coefficients for the shanks of 'the three models when Cp l!; 0.50 and 
V /nD == 2 eB5, it i s interesting to note that force tests revealed no ap -
preciable diffe r ences between the over- <:ul nff iciencies actua:l:f devel -
oped . 
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Clear- cut reas~:1.S for the relE',t i 'Te rrJer~ ts of these three models (U24 , 
F60, ane, O. :3E) m:Jer t;Y2lcal cliIilb::'ng c:Jndit.ions a r e ob7ious in only one 
case : t~l2..t for ,{i1.i,C~:' Cp = 0 . 50 and. V/nJ) = 1. 71. There it J, S ap;?arent 
111 b ')t~l f .:..[;Ul'eS 12 am~ 47 tilat the shan~cs of the highly tllisted blaies, 
U24, are stalle,i, v 1wrens th:)se of l-1odels O. rE and U60 are stilJ. J~)erating 
et :11':;:1 lift COG:Lf:~cioEtS . 
1.:.1 t:l8 lEtC:;Y'!'JJ(~ late ;;Jover (;ond:i. t l:)n for Llne II (Cp = 0 . 2), the 
three sets of €.;ra(" '.L""J CU1~ves (figs . 41 and 42) anCt tile corres~)ond ins 
soctbn l::.ft C:',:CVGS (f:lj . 4 7~ (1. .. "ffer very olig:ltly exce)t ',~n their 
1n:'1.0r,.]0'3-(; ~:' orti IUS . ?:-,T8ver ) tl:e sec'cion L ,ft c.u:cvos LJl~ Hodels O. 3E 
and U24 exlllbit )rotrl:,11ng , l'o'mdeu ;;>ea:cs w:hich '10 not co:n.fonil with the 
yre7i .)usly deduced c!.u'Ve3 of geon:etric angle of attacl~ . I t appears 
.!l'ooa'ole "eta'(; t:l~,S tiscre;;ancy :.s the result of inci':J:i.ent stalling of 
ths ;.lutel' blade e:"eL'ents :~f these tl'TO 'il00.eln . If so, it might be 
expecte' that their :;fficJ.encies "rc,uld be ac1VG:'8e~y affected VJ,th 
referen.ce to that ·)f l'-I2Qel U60 . HevBl't:1eless J f01' c e tests have 
S~'l')im Model U24 to be c1efin '~ te:!..y su)orior to the other '~lT0 under this 
conti t ... -:m . Tl:e only o::pla::1.at i on \Thich 'tTould a:?poar t .;J be rE;concilable 
In th t"1ese facts is that t_10 advel'se effects Jf outer blade stalllng i n 
the case of l-lodel 0.s:s) and of redu c ed i3~larL: l.iad:!,ng in the cases of 
b s·th O. BE and UGO } are 3!"eater than t:lat dlJ.8 to tIle (l'r ,)bably) leRs 
severe stalling of the 81,~ter portions of Model (24 . The fact that 
tl~e all[;les of a t tack of the ::mter elements of Model U24 2o1'e smaller 
than those of (; . BE 1e11(S sU~)Y.lort to tl:.ls conjecture . 
A..l1alysis of the clirrib,l1f, conditlcn cha:,'ac·c,eri zed b~r CD = 0 . 05 and 
V/n!J = 0 . 54 2.S no le38 c1iff:i.c~1lt . In tllis case , the 10acllng of the 
shanks of l''iodel U24 ~,3 heavier ) and. that Gf t~le outboard portions some -
u!:at 11g:1ter , t~la::1. _s the case for t~le other t im models . Hm.;rever ) the 
section llft c8eff'.:.c:.ents f:;r 'GIle cuff eJ.em.ents differ vTidely while 
those for t:.16 outer el,elJents are of the same 01'dcl' . The relative 
::,:1 }0rt,o.nce \.")f t.bese d. :..ffere::1.ces ;?racticall:.r dofios appraisal -
r-articl.:larly 1T1ICn It i s realizec:. that ",:!lele:' t-:'-_lS con.c.:i.tio:!l ell three 
Ii~cldols develop a~.:r:):.' oxiTI,a-::'el./ SO percent :'f the ideal efficiEmcy 
1,)reeU, cted b
7
y s:.uple :TIo]j]e~1tu:] theo::'y (see fig . 33, referenco 1 j 
.; 3 (V/~~) Cp - = l .43) . 
Fr)!a the f )reunl~0 (, ::>:;'O.:)ar:'801-.:.8 ) cO::1.fustnc t:l0U';~1 ':'hey seem in certain 
insta:1.ces , ~,t, :i.o ~) _, ss~ble t ~) deduce s :-'rne facts of considerable signifi-
Cai..l(;e . It is q,uite evicler_t. t~1at f _r efficient constant-speed operation, 
blade bnst Sll lull be such tr"at s:la~c e:"oLlents "Till not o:)erate at nega-
t1ve section ll:':'t coeff1.cJ.ents in hi:::sh- spe3d flight , that stalling of 
t~le S~larL:s in tal;:e··off a:1d. 2.m-r- s;?oed. clirab ,.;ill be m::.r..il:Jized in so far 
as posbib:!..e , ano. t~lat suDstant.1.al unif'JrIJi ty of section lift coeffi -
cients Hill prevall over the ivhcle blade in normal cruisine and :1i8h-
s;?oed flight . The desirability of unJ.formity ::'8 indicated by the Line I 
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compariGons which give evidelice that the adverse effects of non- uniformity 
are most pronounced when the aVerage section l ift coefficient is sma l L 
The recommendation of a blade twist cur v e of the "enve l oPG II type 
as best suHe Cl to fnlf'illmsnt of the se requi rements is thus in full 
a g r ee·nent with the c oncluGiol1 dravlT".Q from the force t e sts of refe rence 1. 
Independenc o of Bl a do El ements 
The data obtained in this investigation offer an opportunity for 
more extensive and thorouch ver::'fication of the concept of b l ade element 
i.ndep endence than has been accomplishe d he r etofore " The I' esul ts of the 
exp e riments !.lade b~T Lock, Batern.an,and T01,\Il1.elld about t wenty years ago 
(refe r ence 5) we r e sumrnariz e d in the statement , lI The 8.g r eement wi th 
theory v·,us good except in c e rtain cs.s e s n ear the tip ~d boss of the 
a i rscrew, 11 _ and l ittle or n o furthe r attea tion appears to have been 
Eiven to the q·uestion since then . It is vlOrth noting that these earl y 
expe riments we r e made vlith bladtl s vlhos e t"wist c urves deviated only 
slight l y ( 7 . 80 ) within thE! range 0:( radii ex-plored (x = 0 045, 006 , 0 . 75; 
0 . 9 ) and that the tests were made at small p i teh se t tinp; s and advance 
rat ios ( PO. 75R :'; 230 t o 33.50 ; li/uD =: 0 0 437 and OG570 ). ~10re over, the 
refe r ence to e l ements li near the ••. boss of the airscrell" is somewhat mls -
l ea di.n r; because the l ocation of thG i nlle rmos t e ler:lent investigated was 
x = 0, 4 5 . 
As all of the three -blade mode l s involve d i.n the present invos t i-
Gation were teste d at the same pitch s ettinGs at O. 75 ~:, verification was 
beGun by plottinc the mean curve value s of dC,/dx and dCc!dX for 
nt a tion 6 (x == 0 . 752 ) a r;ainst V/ nD . The resulting c urves are repro-
duc e d in figure 43 0 I t will be se en that a g r eement ;,-Ji t h i n the ullstalle d 
rang e is excellent for pitc h settings of 120 to 4 80 an d that deviations 
among the 60 0 curve s do not greatly exc ee d t he probable limits of ex-
pe rimen t a l errors . Th us ) tl18 forces v/hich act upon the O ~ 75R e l ement 
of any of the se blades can be safe l y s aid to be substant ially unaffected 
by the forces on the othe r element c . 
To extend tho verification to cOl' r esponding; elements which were n ot 
SEi t at equal pitch ang l e s during, the t ests , a more c omp l icated proc edure 
had to be adopted . F irst, the value s of V/ nJ at which c e rtain val ues 
of dC!dx were attained by four e lements of each of the three - blade 
mode ls were read from fi : ures 28, :SO , 32, and 34 and p lotted agains t 
the pitch an c; les of t he e lemen t s i n the upp e r charts of f i ~; ure 44 . 
(The abscis s !;).s are de si.gnated II~ 11 t o avoid p os s ible c onfusion with 
" " e 
nominal pitch s e tti.nGs at O. 75~{ . ) To ma ke the compari sons comp l ete , the 
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correspo:lding values of dCQ/lx were read from figures 29; :~il J 33, and 
35 and plotted against V/nlJ, as shown in the lover charts of figure 4:4 . 
The plotted data have been ta
'
{en entirely from the unstc~lled ranges of 
operation to avoid the complication of double values . The absence of 
s 8 rious scattering amo::1g the points of figure 44 makes it unmistakably 
clear that the forces on a particular element of one of these propellers 
are practice,lly unaffected by the forces on the remainder of the blade . 
In this connoction; however., it should be remembered that in both 
those and the earlier British experiments, only the effect of altering 
t~e twist, and l"..ot that of va~rine; the plau form , has been investigated~ 
In the somewhat analogous case of the wing ." the relative influence of 
tw:i.st diminishes as the average section lift coefficiclt increases ~ and 
it Hould appear that a similar influence might be expected in the case 
of a propeller blade.. If so , the interaction between e.djacent elements 
would aSS1..l.mo relatively large proportions only when their angles of 
attack were small and the resultant effects Vlould, therefore) be of 
small absolute magnitude.. On the other hand, the effects of plan form 
variations are still unexplored and, to judge by the wing analogy, it 
would not be surprising if verific""tion o.r the concept of independent 
action of blade elements were to b6 f01.m.d impossible when attempted with 
blades having different chord distribution:=; . 
Section Lift Charact eristics 
Because the data obtai ned in theso ~xperiments Vlere seen to afford 
a n unit:ue opportunity to clarify some hitherto controversial questions 
of fundamental importance, the SOr.J.ewhat laborious task of calculating 
section lift characteristj cs for several models ~',!as unclertal~en with the 
follm'fin r; obj ectives in vif:n{: 
(a ) To compare the variations , 'with aclvance ratio and ang le of 
attack, of the section lift coefficients for corresponding elements of 
podels which diffe r only as reGards pitch distribution and number of 
blades o 
(b) To detennine the values of the section lift coefficients which 
prevail under operating conditions representative of normal climbing and 
high- spe0d fli ght. 
(c ) TJ test the validity of Glauert's basic momentu.m- vortex theory 
by using it to deduce thu values of the "effective" lift curve slopes and, 
by comparing them ni th accepted two- dimensional values , to appraj.se the 
necessity of greater theoretical refinement for the accurate prediction 
of propeller characteristics from airfoil section data. 
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In cormection with the selection of GJ.auert IS simplified theory as 
the basis for the section lift calculations} it should be noted that although 
this theory is strictly applicable only to the propeller with infinitely 
numerous blades } its adaptation to the case of one with a finite mUilber 
is st~ted to require only very small corrections (refer~nce 6, ppo 268, 209) . 
It is also pointed out that wllile the accuracy of the deduced angles of 
attack may '00 open to some doubt (as result of the approximate nethod of 
evaluating induced velocities) , no such uncertainty exists with reference 
to the values of the section lift coefficients themsel-res. 1 
The formulas required for the evaluation of the section lift 
characteristics have been developed in a preceding; section of this report; 
the tabular form used for routine calcuJ.ation is reproduced as table II. 
Illustrated there are the computations necessary fo r the determination of 
a single section lift coefficient and the corresponding angle of attack . 
Calculations were nade , first, for four elements (x ~ 0 . 253 ) 0 . 520, 
0 . 752} and 0 . 928) of the trIO three - blade models Vlhich differ most as 
r egards pitch distribution (U24 and 0.4E) j the ca l culations VIere then 
repeated for similarly l ocated elements of one four- blade mode l (p ).2 C2 
The results are tabulated in table II and pre s ented as charts of c
L 
versus V/nD and versus a in figures 45 and 46 , respectively . 
l'he section lift coeffic ients plotted in figures 15 were derived 
from ,',ake dc:..ta limite d to those rane:es of advance ratio ,'fithin Vlhich the re 
is reasonably close a g reement between the r esults of force and YIake survey 
tests. Perhaps the most striking feature of this chart is the similarity 
between corresponding sets of curv'3S for the various mode ls . 3 The close 
ag r eement betne en t he maximu,'1l lift coefficients attained by corresp onding 
elements , regardless of number of blade s , is quite cliden t in t he tyro 
l ower rovls of charts . Lack of similarity betwe ~m the curves for t he 
innermost elements (x =' 0.253) is " of course } the result of diffe rences 
IBecause the ma~nitude of the rosultant ve locity is n esliz ibly 
affected by small variations of induced v o locity and the corres} ondins ly 
small changes in the direction of V can have little influence up on the 
r 
value of dL ' } the comronent of dIU which is pe rpendicular to V r (see 
diagran E , r . 14,1 . 
2 
These three models have identical develoiJed plan forms and incorporate 
the same profiles at equal radii. 
3 Th6 use of different pitch settings in tests of three - and four- blade 
mcQels should be noted . 
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between t he di str ibutions of pitch "rhich dive r ge 'I'r.i.dely only in this 
region c The very peculiar shape of the 600 curve for the innermost 
element of Model U24 arises from the attaiilIDel1.t of the critical angle of 
attack w·hile the local pi tell angle exceeds 800 • 
The absence of ?eaks in the curves for the inner elements (x -= 0 0 520 
and 0 0 253) not only indicates that stallinG occurs first on the outer 
parts of the blades but, also, that some peculiarly fa'/orable condition 
must exist to permit the attainment of suel, abnonnally large valu.es o.f 
c L by these sections which are not distinguished by unusual camber" 
All evidence points to the operation of an automatic bounue.ry layer rer.lOval 
mechanism, probably the pwnpinfS of the boundary layer of the inner elements 
toward the region of 10YTer pressure which exists farther outboard e 
In figure 46 , the section Li. .f't coefficients have been plotted 
.asainst the angle of D.ttack. Examination revGs.ls no identifiable segre-
gation of the points for three - and four-blade models , and tlJe only recog-
nizable t;Gneral trend appears to be one toward sli::;ht reduction of the 
lift curve slope "ith increasing p i tch . The marked increase of dcJda 
from tip toward root is evident in the groups of points for the three outer 
stations but. the values for X ·c 0.253 are sO scat~;ered as to me,ke esti-
. Illation difficult in that cn.se . l Ia:ximulTl valuos of c
L 
(some of \Thich 
are too great to pemit inclusion in th:\'s chart) appear' to depend mauedly 
on pitch setting - and increasine;ly so as the element under consideration 
moves tov18.rd the hub . This fo.ct tends to substtmtiate the bourldary layer 
hypothesis previously suggested. 
Another set of section lift coeff~. cier ts ha~.re been calculated from 
the typical grading curves of figures 41 and 42 ; cOl~,putations Vlere made 
for nine stations in order that curves of c L verS"J.3 z might be vrell 
defined near the root , tip. and outer linit of the cuff . The numerical 
values are given in table IV and they have been plotted against radial 
location in fie.;ure 17, a chart which has been the subject of previous 
discussion . Thes e curves are of particular intorest , noVIT, because they 
so clearly illustrate a basic propeller chara.cteristic which is not 
generally recognized : It is the increase with pitch ar..gle of the average 
section lift coefficient at which a given propeller attains maxiJnum 
efficiency. Remcmberi:1E that Line I very closely approx~LlTlates the con-
dition for maximum efficiency at aU pitch settings , the llhiCh speed ll 
charts of figure 47 reveal that ,':hen Cp .· 0.05 (~08 75H :.: 23 0 ) the 
section lift coefficients average A.bout 0 . 4, that ,rith Cp := 0 . 2 
(~o . 75I\.~ · 43°) 
when Cp == 0 . 5 
the average value incroases to approx:Lmately 0.6 , and l;hat 
(PO . 75R= 57 0 ) it is app roximately 0 . 7 . 
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It is emphasized that the foregoin~ values correspond to maximum 
efficiency and that the majority of the nonnal working range involves 
still large r angles of attack and greater values of c L• It should 
therefore not be surprising to see, in the Line II charts, that section 
lift coefficients as great as 104 to 1.6 may occur in nonnal climb· at 
high povler. Attention is consaquently called to the desirability of 
incorporating profiles which have relatively large design lift coef-
ficients in th~) blades of propellcrG intended for operation at high 
pitch angles. 
The section l ift c oofficients which were derived from figures 41 and 
'1:2 (table IV) and used to define the curves of figure 47 have been re -
plotted against u'1gle of attack in figure 48 . Values for correspondinG 
elements of all four of tho three-blade mode ls (U24, U60, 0.4E, and Oa8E) 
appear iu each of the nlne charts of this figure. It is evident that 
the points for all but the two lllDer elements define at least the lower 
portions oi' the lii't curves so well thut their slopes and the angles of 
zero lift can b e determined with considerable c e rtainty . The values of 
dcr/da and of a LO are plott:..d against x in fi gure 49 . 
In figure 49 it vrill be seen that, despite the similarity of shape , 
the differences between the cal~'llated ~nd expe r imentally detennined 
values of a LO are considerably greater than those oruinarily revealed by 
i-, l'13 ()f node I ai rfoi lo . Althour;h such differences could E'. rise entirely 
i'rom profile malfonnations , tvro other potentia l sources of discrepancy 
exist in the present case; they are inaccuraci es of blade twist and 
such errors as may be inherent in the necessarily indirect method used 
to detemine a
LO ' The apport:i.onj.nG of responsibility f or these dis -
crepancies nust therefo e await further analysiso 
The question of the practical applicability of Glauert' s theory 
of the iqealized propeller remains to be examined . Since that analysis 
bases the prediction of blade ~lement forces upon the infinit~ aspect 
ratio characte ristics of tho profiles , verification of its ap~licability 
would require that reversal of t~le process , that is , deduction of !lsection!l 
lift characteristics fror;l wake survey data , yield lift curves charac- . 
terized by slopes appropriate to two - dimensional flo\l . The failure of the 
theo ry to yield t his result will be seen in figure 49 wllere the lift curve 
slopes from figure 48 have been plotted against x. The ordinates of 
this curve are not only non-unifoliU but, .rith l imited exception, they 
'1 Lie;ht lines ""Thich ext6nd from c lus ters of spots carry at their outer 
ends r eference dots and Gmall "flags ll ",!hich enable the identification of 
points whose distinguishing syriJ.:ols are obscured. 
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fa. ll far sh0rt of normal h1fin i te aspect ratio lift curve slopes 
(a:?prox . Oo l O/lleg : . The f'inding of such lare;e cliscl'epancies clearly 
demonst rate s that a conside rable refinenent of Glauert ' s elementary 
theory vmuld be required for the accurate prediction of propeller 
characteristics from ai rfoil s ection data . 
The character and distribution of the discrepancies of lift curve 
s lope r evea l ed by figure L19 indicate unrierestimation of the induced 
velocities at n early all radii and contin ous increase of 'the de -
fici ency Vii th radial llistance over tIle oute r portion of t he blade . 1 
The princi~al source of these e rrors appears to h e Glauert's assumption 
of uniform induc e d v e locit ies at all points of tllE) annulus swept by a 
given elemellt . Such a c onc ept cannot be r econcil ed v/ith the local 
augmentation of induced velocity in the neighborhood of one 0: the wings 
of a multiplane , and it is er'lphasized that loca l o.uglilentati oll 1"[ould pe r s j s t 
( yp.n though the nUIn,ter of tho mul tip lane 's wings were to be inc'reased 
i ndefinit e ly while the tota l 1'ling area and front view dimensions re -
mained ll..'1changcd . This analol:;Y 'woul d l ead to the anticipation of 
deficiency of' the induced velocities calculated by Glaucrt ' s metllod -
even in the case of t he prope l le r wit h infin:i.tely nUJ:lsrous blades . 
Mo reove r , the deficiency might be expected to increase 'with radi us , for 
blades of nonnal plan form , as a l'esul t of aUGmentation of the analogue 
of the multiplane ' s gap/chord ratio., The s evere def iciencies of li f t 
curve slope (and inlluced velocity) nea.r the root and tip can be logically 
a sc ribed only to the concentration of trai lin~ vort i c es in thos e r egions . 
Glauert t£'.kes cogn iz8..l1ce of this in his " tip 00rrections " (for the effect 
of a finite number of blades ) 'but the app licat ion of such corrections 
cannot be expected to acc omp lish more than e liminat i on of the sharp 
decline of lift curve slope near the tip. 
In view of the evident shortcor,linbs of Glauert1s method , it would 
ap?ear logical to examine th e existinG discrepancies aeainst the b ack-
ground of Goldstein I s more elaborate t heo ry (refe r ence '7) . This Elna l y -
sis of the idea lly loaded pro~)(j lle r nith a finite number of b lades 
yields induced velocities which, over a l a rge part of the blade - and 
i nc r easing l y so toward the tip, exceed those calcula ted by t he momentum 
method of Glaue rt . s t he deficioncieR of lift curve slope r evealed 
by fibure 49 also increa se tOHard the tip, it i s apparont that application 
of the Goldstein theory to t hese l:akc survey data would have t he effect 
of r ellucinr; the discrepancies . And althouL'11 '-"xt'''Jl8 i -vc r -0aL~·11n.t i on would 
be requi r ed to obtain quantitative ve rification of the Go l dstein theory 
1 The fact that the oute r portion of thi s particular curve of 
dcJd tl. versus x is quite accurately def ined by the equation 
dc /d a. = 0 . 65 x - 1 / a is noted, but its siGnificance , if any, is not 
r.; 
a pparent. 
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in this case, the evidence presented in reference 8 - 'which Fas released 
to the writer after the present anal~,'sis had been completed - gives good 
reason to anti.cipate that the result ,;{ould be a 'Very substantial r-;. rOY6 -
ment of the a greemellt between theory and experi"'lent . 
COUCLUS IOHS 
This investication, which had as its basic objective the brcadening 
of existing lmowlcdge of the factors 'which control the effi'Jiency of 
constant-speed propellers, has brouf;ht to light the followinG note1.7orthy 
facts: 
1. When i'aired blade s h8.r1~<s are substituted for round ones , the 
consequent improvement of effi.ciency rGsults from the r elatively larger 
aug,r:lentation of thrust than of torque and, \l;.1ti l s talling oGcurs, these 
effects are strictly confined to the modified portions 01' tho blade s . 
2 . The stallinG of blade sl'lanks, which occn rs durin"; take - off and 
may occur at advance rati os utilized in nonnal clir!1 b , 1 as an adverse 
effect upon efficiency vihich is amplified as Cp increa.ses. 
3~ Pitch should be so distributed as to preclude the ope rati on of 
any blade element at a negative lift coefficient in hiEh speed fli<.>ht , 
to minir,lize shank s tallinG at rvduced advance ratios , 9.nd to provide 
substantial uniformity of the section lift cOEli'rici6~lts lmds-r conditi.ons 
of nomal cr'J.ising and h i gh- speed operation . A blade t w'ist curve of the 
" envelope tt type api)ears best suited to the fulE illment of' thc s <s require -
r.lents . 
4 . The theoretically predicted independence of bladG e lE:.;nents bas 
been substantially verifiod in so far as tvdst is' Gone erned b ut similar 
confimation of the e f fect of blade width d.istribution r c'ma.ins W1.ac -
comp lishel and , in the authorfs vievi, il'1?robablc . 
5 . The radi.al variation of section lift coefficl nnt is in qualitative 
accord v.'i tl-. that of the geometric angle of attack o.s calcv.la.t ed. w:i.thout 
considerat i on of induced velocities . 
6 . The attainment of abnormally largo lift coefficients by SliC:ltly 
cambered shank elements is ascribed to t he 8 Xj stence of a fa.vorabl e ra.dia l 
pr~ssure gradient v{hich serves a s a boundar;;r l aye r pump . 
7. The average section lift coefric ient a.t whj ch ma)i mum eff ie ioncy 
is attained increases vn th pi teh and" in the cas e of the present iilodels , 
attains a value of 0.7 when PO . 75R is b e tween 550 and 60° . 
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8. A more exact theory than that of' Glauert is required for the 
accurate prediction of propeller characted.stics from airfoil section 
data . 
Stanford University, 
Stanford Uni vera i ty I Calif . J May 9 ~ 1945. 
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Evaluation of tiP 
For the evaluation of D.P, use is made of the relationship usually 
credited to Joukowski 
(Al) 1 
in which Ptl and are, respectively, the total pressures im-
mediat(;ly bellind and in front of t ile propeller, PI and Po are the 
corresponding static pressures and w is the tanEential velocity of 
the air just behind the prop E: lle r . Substituting 
equation (20) becomes 
to p = top - a t . "V'T 
(1\2) 
(A3 ) 
Dividing by the dynfu'Tlic pressurE: of the undisturbed stre&"lJl and sub -
stituting 
yioldr; 
Thus , the (thrust-producing) change of static 
change of total pressure by t ile quantity E, 
tational energy imparted to the sli~)s tream . 
(A4 ) 
(A5 ) 
pressure differs from the 
which r epresents the 1'0-
Although the use of shielde" total head tubes eno..b l es accurate 
meaSurement of 6PT (which is not true of thEl plain tube s us ed in pre -
vious work) , no method is :noym for the direct dcter:rr.ine..tion of qw or E. 
lS PC f 6 233 ' . ~ re 0r ence , p. , eqUQ~lOn (2.3) . 
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HO'.vever, if the axial velocity through tl~e propeller disk is leno'vm, the 
ya::.ue of E can be deduced from the yaw head pressure difference as 
outlined be low. Accordi!1.g to (9) 
'" 
= p. j puK 
-y 
"'Thenco 
P w8 ~_(Py a 
C!w = --,:- = 2pu2 " K ) 2 
and 
chi 1 (jf\2 E = -= --- K) q pu2pV2 
If there is introduced (rV = u) and Fy = Py/(pV
Z j2) 
1 Py 2 
E = 4r2 (y ) 
(A6) 
(AS) 
The probleL1. which now re::nains is that of eva luating: r, the ratio 
of the axial velocity throllgh the prop911er disk to the velocity of' the 
undisturbed streamc The aver::lg;e value of r is implicitly defined by 
Froude's equation 
(AIO) 
wherein T is the total.thru.st, A the dis:::: area, V the velocity of 
advance c.nd 1 + a = r. Substituting nD2 j4 for A a nd dividing by 
pn2D4 to obtain the thrust coefficient 
(All ) 
whence 
2CT (nD)2 
a 2 + a - n V = 0 (A12) 
nov:, since r = 1 + at 
F 8CT (nD)2 1 ± 1+--iT V 
r = 
2 
A??!~HDIX B 
Evaluation of a 
The method of evaluating a 'Thich is described in the preceding 
appendix i nvo lves the implicit assumption that the thrust is illliformly 
distribut ed over the propeller disk. As such is never the case 3 t he 
values so computed are of approximate character but are satisfactory 
for the i n t ended purpose of ir.lprovine; the accura cy with which the 
elementary thrust coefficients are determined from Ylake survey data. 
Howeve r , t :1e use of such approximate values of a in the evaluation of 
section l i ft coefficients Vlould jeopardize the accuracy of those results 
and , since t he value of a fo r eacl: element can be rigorou s ly determined 
f ron knovrledge of the corre s pondine; value of dCT/dx , that procedure 
was follmved. The development of the equation used for this purpose is 
outlined be l ow. 
According to the momentum theory, the thrust of the blade e lements 
located at the radius r is 
2 
dT ~ 4nprdrV 0.(1 + a) 
invrhich V i s the velocity of advance and 
through the plane of rotation. Substituting 
for dr 
V( I + a) is the velocity 
xD/2 for r and Ddx/2 
Z 2 d~ = npD V a(l. + a)xdx 
The correspondi nG elemcntc.ry thrust coefficient i s 
dT/dx (V )2 
= pn2D4 = TT;15 a(l + ah 
If this equn.tion is rewritten as 
2 
a + a - --------~ = 0 
TTx(V/nD )2 
thG valu3 of a is found to be 
1 + 
a = 
2 
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For the calculation of section lift coefficients , values of a were 
read from a curve of a == f [( dC'I1 dx) (nD/V)2 J . 
Eyaluation of ¢ 
The effective ane-le of advance of the blade element in diagram E 
(p . 11) is 
<ll= -1 [ tan V(l+a ) l --_._---.-
2nrn (1 _ a 1) ..J 
(B6) 
L.'1 which aV and 2nroa 1 are the magnitudes of the induced axial and 
tangential vel DC Lties . \l11en r is rep laced by DX/2 
-lr 1 
<P = tan L 
1(x 
(~ (~ a_) J 
n1)l 1 - a 1 J 
and the equation be ~om0<' non- dimensi.ona l. Since x and V/nD 
known , and as a can be calculated as outlined above, the only 
information r equired for the detonnination of ') is the value 
(B7) 
vrill be 
additional 
of a 1. 
The (;Emeral ::llo!1l€n-tuIn theory pos tUla tes the tancential ve loc it~r of 
the air in the p l ane of rotation as one - half that irr.::tedia·~elj' b ehind 
the blades . If the latter is w r, t he fonner - the induced tangential 
v e loc:.ty - is 
2I1nra 1 == wr/2 ( TI8 ) 
4nna 1 = w ( r: O ) 
The torque re~irud to accelerate a cylindrica l shel l of air (length 
Ve l + a) , mean rad ius r, radia l t hickness dr) from r es t to the 
t angential velocity wr in unit time is 
dQ, == p \T( l + a)2nrdr x w r2 ( T·nO) 
Substituting DX/2 for r, Ddx/2 for dr and 4nna I for w , 
(Bll) 
l 
7he corresp ondinG elementary torqu() coef ficient is 
2 1, 3 2 3 
PV ( l + a)'rr no. ' D x TT x ( 1 + a)a ' dCQ dQ 1 
... x = ------------------- - (B12) 
dx dx (.) n2 D5 
whe::lce 
a l 
2 dC 
""2--;---- --- - (?x ) 
'!1 x (1 + a)(v/nD) 
(BlS ) 
Thus the c3.1culati on of <P is 
in (D7) of the values of a and a ' 
Yfith (135) and (B13 ), respective ly . 
data required are the values of x , 
aC00mpli.she d by the substitution 
Fhich are evaluated in accorda:rtce 
It vii 11 be noted that the only. 
VjnD, dC,!dx, and dC/dX ~ ' 
APPEi:mn= c 
Spinner Drag Corrections 
As the ::;pinner surface constitute d the inne r limit .')i' the region 
c overed by these surveys , t he ap}?arent thrusts detonnined by inteGration 
necessarily exceed the true net values , vlhich are obtained in dyna-
mometer tests , by the: rJ.molUlts of the spimler drar; . Since spinner torque -
if apprec it1.ble - would be c.letected by the y aw heads , the sur vey results 
need only be corrected for 3i)inner drag in order to be made fully com-
parable with those of routine force tests on the smue combination of 
propeller and spinner . 
To obtain the data required for these co r rections , spinner drag VIas 
measured - as necative thn.lst - on the dyna:nometer . With the blade 
apertures smoothly covered, the spin."ler was driven at speeds ran[';ing 
from 700 to 2100 rpm while dynamic pressure was varied throughout the 
l' ange utilized in the surveys . The effect of rotative speed was fOWld 
to be negligibl e . Thin enabled definition of the spiriller drag coef-
ficient as a function of dynar..ic pres::;ure only; c oordinates of the 
resulting curve are tabul ated belo , : 
I 2 
q ( lb/ft) 
C 
Ds 
2 
0 . 00200 
8 14 20 
0.00191 0 .. 00183 
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It should be noted that CDs = Ds/q D4 I in Y.fhich Ds is the drag of 
the spinner and D the propeller diameter. Had the coefficients been 
based upon frontal arec of the spinner (diam. = 5 in.) instead of 
D2 (D = 33.6 in.), their values would have been 57.5 times those 
listed above; that is, they would have ranged from 0.115 to 0.101. 
The following r e lationship indicates the reason for selection 
the foregoing form of drag coefficient 
.... 
'" 
of 
p V2 D2 Ds CDs CJ ( s V (Cl ) 6CT = 
- pn2D4 = 2pn2D4 = T nD) 
It will be seen thct, as the value of CDs is fixed by that of q, 
the direct eva luation of 6CT requires only knowledge of the values 
of q and V/nD. The substantial constancy of CDs and consequent 
approximate proportionality of 6CT to eV/nD)2 thus indicate the 
importance of the spinner drag correction at lar[e advance ratios . 
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TABLE I 2: 
):-
0 
Model P ~0.75R = 20° Model Pc ~0.75R = 20° ):-t-3 
2: 
V/nD = 0.33 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.92 V/riD = 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.92 2: 0 
. 
Sta. dCQI'dx Sta. dCQldx ..... 
0 
"'" 0 +0.0016 +0.0010 +0.0002 -0.0001 +0.0004 0 +0.0025 TO.0024 +0.0015 +0.0012 +0.0002 0 
1 .0036 .0025 .0015 + .0010 .0020 1 .0056 .0051 .0035 .0030 .0012 
2 .0131 .0128 .0110 .0090 .0070 2 .0179 .0170 .0139 .0111 .0069 
3 .0232 .0225 .0186 .0155 .0107 3 .0261 .0249 .0205 .0164 .0110 
4 .0299 .0278 .0224 .0182 .0120 4 .0302 .0280 .0231 .0183 . 0115 
5 .0335 .0304 .0242 .0185 .0107 5 .0330 .0297 .0245 .0187 .0109 
6 .0345 .0311 .0252 .0180 .0091 6 .0350 .0301 .0250 .0182 .0095 
7 .0349 .03~0 .0252 .0169 .0068 7 .0355 .0303 .0257 .0177 .0075 
8 .0343 .0299 .0235 .0153 .0049 8 .0345 .0293 .0238 .0159 .0062 
9 .0314 .0254 .0187 .0110 .0027 9 .0300 .0245 .0189 .0121 .0040 
10 .0031 .0041 .0075 .0048 .0010 10 .0081 .0075 .0072 .0060 .0019 
Model PCB ~0.75R = 20° Model PC2 (30 . 75R = 20° 
V/riD = 0.33 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.89 V/nD = 0.34 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.92 
Sta. dCQ/dx Sta. dCq,ldx 
0 +0.0020 +0.0019 +0.0009 -0.0002 -0.0015 0 +0.0023 +0.0024 +0.0015 +0.0002 -0.0020 
1 .0040 .0037 .0020 + .0008 - .0005 1 .0045 .0046 .0035 .0018 - .0013 
2 .0160 .0152 .0123 .0101 + .0070 2 .0141 .0142 .0124 .0100 + .0065 
3 .0249 .0235 .0191 .0160 .0115 3 .0236 .0230 .0195 .0161 .0105 
4 .0300 .0273 .0226 .0185 .0120 4 .0305 .0283 .0235 .0193 .0124 
5 .0330 .0295 .0241 .0193 .0116 5 .0339 .0305 .0262 .0204 .0119 
6 .0350 .0306 .0245 .0187 .0105 6 .0351 .0314 .0263 .0190 .0096 
7 .0360 .0310 .0249 .0182 .0096 7 .0345 .0308 .0250 .0165 .0062 
8 .0355 .0300 .0242 .0155 .0060 8 .0323 .0288 .0211 .0130 .0026 
9 .0280 .0230 .0174 .0113 .0020 9 .0270 .0224 .0142 .0087 .0002 
"'" 10 .0049 .0065 .0090 • 0055 - .0015 10 .0080 .0059 .0058 .0042 - .0007 ...... 
1_.-
TABLE I - Cont'd ,p.. 
• 
C\) 
(30.75R :::: 12° Model U-24 (30.75R :::: 24° 
V/nD = 0.305 0.4 0.5 0.615 V/nD = 0.325 0.55 ·0.75 0.95 1.135 
Sta. dCQ/dx Sta. dCQldx 
0 +0.0014 +0.0015 +0.0015 +0.0011 0 +0.0030 +0.0027 +0.0028 +0.0021 +0.0003 
1 .0027 .0028 .0026 .0021 1 .0060 .0055 .0054 .0041 .0007 
2 .0071 .0065 .0055 .0040 2 .0154 .0152 .0124 .0095 .0041 
3 .0098 .0088 .0072 .0045 3 .0245 .0213 .0186 .01:58 .0063 
4 .0114 .0097 .0076 .0041 4 .0333 .0260 .0236 .0178 .0083 
5 .0118 .0095 .0071 .0032 5 .0397 .0305 .0273 .0206 .0095 
6 .0109 .0089 .0060 .0020 6 .0436 .0334 .0290 .0225 .0095 
7 .0095 .0075 .0047 .0007 7 .0457 .0351 .0305 .0223 .0082 
8 .0078 .0060 .0035 - .0005 8 .0464 .0340 .0305 .0214 .0064 
9 .0056 .0043 .0024 - .0010 9 .0524 .0290 .0260 .0157 .0045 
10 .0020 .0015 .0010 - .0011 lO .0132 .0102 .0124 .0080 .0023 
(30.75R :::: 12° Model U-60 i30.75R= 24° 
V/nD = 0.31 0.4 0.5 0.575 V/nD :::: 0.33 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.075 
Sta. dCQ,/dx Sts.. dCQ/dx 
0 +0.0010 +0.0006 -0.0001 -0.0007 0 +0.0015 +0.0020 +0.0009 -0.0010 -0.0039 
1 .0022 .0016 + .0008 - .0004 1 .0033 .0039 .0026 - .0005 - .0044 
2 .0059 .0051 .0038 + .0026 2 .0112 .0116 .0105 + .0069 + .0014 !2: !J> 
3 .0091 .0078 .0061 .0048 3 .0218 .0195 .0185 .0136 .0063 0 
4 .0109 .0096 .0072 .0055 4 .0335 .0263 .0244 .0190 .0100 
>=-
5 .0112 .0100 .0068 .0049 5 .0443 .0318 .0277 .0224 .0123 >-3 z 
6 .0103 .0083 .0057 .0033 6 .0457 .0352 .0293 .0235 .0120 !2: 
7 .0086 .0063 .0041 .0012 7 .0432 .0357 .0300 .0233 .0098 0 
8 .0068 .0045 • 0025 - .0008 8 .0410 .0329 .0301 .0211 .0068 
. 
9 .0042 .0026 .0007 - .0022 9 .0375 .026-8 .0251 .0146 .0038 ~ 0 
10 .0015 .0008 - .0005 - .0012 10 .0121 .0116 .0060 .0065 .0008 ,p.. 0 
TABLE I - Cont'd 
2: 
> a 
> 
~Oe75R =t 12° Model 0.4E ~O.75R ": 24° t-i 2; 
2; 
V/nD ~ 0.35 V/nD = 0.325 0 0.41 0.47 0.53 0.45 0.65 0.85 1.02 . 
..... 
Sta. dCQ/dx Sta. dCQ/dx 0 ~ 
0 
0 +0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0005 -0.0010 0 +0.0015 +0.0013 -0.0002 -0.0025 -0.0042 
1 .0004 0 - .0005 - .0009 1 .0025 .0025 + .0005 - .0027 - .0060 
2 .0030 + .0023 + .0015 + .0007 2 .0095 .0085 .0071 + .0022 - .0030 
3 .0054 .0046 .0034 .0022 3 .0179 .0162 .0142 .0087 .0015 
4 .0076 .0065 .0050 .0035 4 .0255 .0230 .0208 .0148 .0065 
5 .0091 .0078 .0062 .0045 5 .0342 .0298 .0264 .0206 .0110 
6 .0100 .0086 .0066 .0047 6 .0435 .0354 .0308 .0250 .0161 
7 .0100 .0086 .0067 .0043 7 .0515 .0416 .0:546 .0290 .0190 
8 .0092 .0079 .0063 .0039 8 .0580 .0455 .0365 .0305 .0190 
9 .0069 .0060 .0053 .0029 9 .0567 .0385 .~2 .0280 .0165 
10 .0028 .0028 .0029 .0017 10 .. 0220 .0110 .0242 .0196 .0112 
~0.75R ;: 12° MOdel 0.8E ~O.75R = 24° 
V/nD ::I 0.31 0.4 0.5 0.595 V/nD = 0.35 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 
Sta. dCQldx Sta. dCrldx 
0 +0.0012 +0.0010 +0.0008 +0.0002 0 +0.0020 +0.0020 +0.0019 +0.0005 -0.0028 
~ .0024 .C>022 .0015 .0004 1 .0040 .0040 .0036 .0015 - .0029 
2 .0060 .0059 .0044 .0029 2 .0119 .0120 .0112 .0077 + .0013 
3 .0091 .0087 .0065 .0041 3 .0199 .0200 .0185 .0139 .0057 
4 .0110 .0100 .0075 .0045 4 .0322 .0254 .0246 .0187 .0095 
5 .0116 .0104 .0075 .0041 5 .0410 .0310 .0285 .0222 .0107 
6 .0lll .0096 .0062 .0028 6 .0426 .0344 .0301 .0244 .0113 
7 .0096 .0080 .0045 .0014 7 .0425 .0356 .0315 .0254 .0099 
8 .0076 .0063 .0032 0 8 .0423 .0347 .0311 .0242 .0080 
9 .0052 .0041 .0017 - .0015 9 .0386 .0296 .0246 .0187 .0051 ~ 
10 .0014 .0014 .0006 - .0019 10 .0185 .0136 .0135 .0090 .0024 ~ 
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TABIE II 
Model U-24 (30.75R :::: 36 0 
Element: x = 0.752, 
Quantity 
V/nD 
dCT/dx 
dCQ/dx 
(V/nD}2 
dCT/dx ) 
m (= 2x(V/nD)2 
1 + a 
2/rr2x3 
2 
rr2x3( l+a) (V /nD) 
a' 
1 - a' 
(l+a)/(l .. a' ) 
(VjnD)/rrx 
tan ~ 
sin fI 
cos p 
sin2~ 
4/(B(b/D») 
(1+a)2 
A 
B 
C 
B + C 
cL 
P 
~ 
Operation Line 
Data CD 
Data ® 
Data 0 
0)2 G) 
®/(zG)x) ® 
Chart: (l+a) VS. m 0 
0.2026/x3 G) 
0)/(@·0) @ 
1 @ 1; ®.® ~
@/@ 11 
@/(rrx) @ 
@.@ @ 
From tables Q2D 
From table S @ 
@2 
1.333/(b/D) 
(if 
(@·@)/(@·0) 
(2 .~: ~ )/x 2~ 
@+@ @ 
@.@ @ 
Data ~ 
arctan ~ ~ 
~ - @ @ 
Value 
1.200 
0.275 
0.0590 
1.440 
0.1268 
1.075 
0.4764 
0.3670 
0.0217 
0.9783 
1.099 
0.5077 
0.5580 
0.4873 
0.8733 
0.2375 
19.660 
1.156 
2.803 
0.2402 
0.0765 
0.3167 
0.8877 
35.95 
29.16 
6.79 
~---__ --~r----------- ---- - ---
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TABLE III 
SECTION LIFT COEFFI CIENTS 
Model U-24 x = 0.253 biD = °s062.3 
( Dat a from Figures 28, 29) 
V/nD dCT/dx dCQI'dX CL 
I30.75R ::; 12° 13 = 40.70 
0.6 +0.01.9 +0 0 0022 +0.558 ... 0.7 
.5 .028 .0027 .861 3.7 
.4 .035 .0029 1.147 7.1 
.3 .039 .0027 1.409 11.6 
130 .75R = 24° 13 = 52.7° 
1.1 .007 .0016 .168 - 2.1 
1.0 .018 .0034 .425 .6 
.9 .028 .0047 .693 + 1.2 
.8 .035 .0054 .936 3.4 
.6 .038 .0052 1.237 9.6 
.4 .048 .0065 2.075 15.1 
~0.75R ::; 36° 13 = 64.7° 
1.8 .012 .0024 .122 - 1.9 
1.6 .025 .0075 .433 .5 
1 .4 . 038 . 0099 . 720 + 1 .6 
1.2 .045 . 0100 .944 4.6 
1.0 .045 .0094 1.154 8.6 
,8 .053 .0096 1.612 12.8 
.6 .068 .0103 2.401 17.0 
~0.75R ::; 48° 13 ::; 76.7° 
2.5 .048 .0253 . 641 2.1 
2.3 .052 .0245 .728 3.3 
2.1 .067 . 0225 .804 4.6 
1.9 .059 .0205 .873 6.3 
1.7 .054 .0187 .962 8.3 
1.5 .047 .0159 1.006 10.9 
1.3 .045 .0152 1.202 13.7 
~0.75R = 600 13 = 88.7° 
3.7 .036 .0700 .835 8 .. 0 
3.5 .071 .0655 .873 8.5 
3.3 .080 . 0600 .898 9.2 
3.1 .069 . 0535 .901 10.0 
2,9 .030 .0445 . 841 11.2 
2. 7 
-
.102 .0315 . 618 13.1 
2.5 
-
. 103 .0275 . 606 14.3 
2.3 .102 .0235 .573 15.8 
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TABLE III - Cont'd 
SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
Model U-24 x = 0.520 bLD :; 0.0699 
(Data from Figures 28,29) 
V/nD dCT/dx dCQ/dx CL CL 
13 0 • 75R r;: 12° 13 = 19.7° 
0.6 +0.046 +0.0050 +0.315 - 1.9 
.5 .071 .0073 .501 + .1 
.4 .095 .0088 .687 1.9 
.3 .118 .0099 .871 3.7 
l'0.75R = 24° 13 - 31.7° 
1.1 .044 .0083 .267 - 3.0 
1.0 .073 .0121 .450 - 1.2 
.9 .100 .0154 .638 + .7 
.8 .125 .0178 .823 2.6 
.6 .157 .0202 1.115 6.8 
.4 .165 .0243 1.330 11.2 
{30.75R = 36° {3 = 43.7° 
1.8 .029 .0075 .132 - 4.3 
1.6 .079 .0215 .417 - 1.7 
1.4 .127 .0300 .708 + 1.3 
1.2 .170 .0350 1.008 4.6 
1.0 .177 .0347 1.161 8.6 
.8 .197 .0382 1.444 12.6 
.6 .212 .0431 1.768 16.6 
l'0.76R = 48° {3 = 55.7 Q 
2.5 .083 .0425 .391 .. 1.9 
2.3 .128 .0540 .585 .1 
2,1 .165 .0595 .760 + 1.9 
1.9 .194 .0630 .944 4.3 
1.7 .200 .0640 1.093 7.0 
1.5 .230 .0620 1.289 9.9 
1.3 .195 .0600 1.338 13.7 
1.1 .167 .0595 1.403 17.8 
l'0.75R = 60° " = 67.7° 
3.7 .135 .1255 .583 .5 
3.5 .185 .1345 .703 1.4 
3.3 .222 .1350 .795 2.5 
3.1 .249 .1340 .892 3.8 
2.9 .267 .1305 .978 5.1 
2.7 .250 .1210 1.014 6.8 
2.5 .258 .1160 1.247 8.6 
2.3 .243 .1115 1.353 10.6 
- -- - -- -- ---------,-l 
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TABLE III - Cont'd 
SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
Model U-24 x == 0.752 b/D '!.; 0.0678 
(Data from Figures 28,29) 
V/nD dCT/dx dCQldx CL 
(30.75R = 12° (3 :: 12° 
0.6 +0.011 +0.0025 +0.041 - 2.5 
.5 .057 .0060 .194 - 1.1 
.4 .100 .0089 .353 + .2 
.3 .139 .0111 .496 1.4 
(30.75R = 24° ~ :: 24° 
1.1 .060 .0122 .198 - 1.6 
1.0 .105 .0195 .350 .2 
.9 8149 .0250 .503 + 1.5 
.8 .187 .0278 .638 3.0 
.6 .244 .0320 .861 6.2 
.4 .272 .0383 1.016 9.4 
(30.75R = 36° (3 :: 36° 
1.8 .050 .0160 .146 - 1.6 
1.6 .138 .0375 .411 + .9 
1.4 .213 .0520 .662 3.8 
1.2 .275 .0590 .888 6.8 
1.0 .324 .0695 1.123 9.9 
.8 .311 .0730 1.173 13.5 
.6 .283 .0750 1.158 17.3 
(30.75R :: 48° (3 = 48° 
2.5 .146 .0690 .389 .7 
2.3 .216 .0875 .575 2.7 
2.1 .257 .0920 .698 5.0 
1.9 .311 .1035 .892 7.5 
1.7 .357 .1185 1.110 10.0 
1.5 .362 .1230 1.231 12.9 
1.3 .342 .1170 1.256 16.2 
(30.75R ;: 60° (3 = 60° 
3.7 .220 .1655 .501 1.8 
3.5 .265 .1720 .635 3.1 
3.3 .308 .1830 .688 4.5 
3.1 .347 .1915 .799 6.0 
2.9 .380 .1955 .906 7.7 
2.7 .405 .1960 1.011 9.5 
2.5 .414 .2030 1.133 11.4 
2.3 .335 .1940 1.107 13.8 
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~BLE III - Cont'd 
Sl!X:TION LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
Model U-24 x = 0 . 928 biD = 0.0552 
(Data from Figures 28,29) 
V/nD dCT/ dx dCQ,/dx Ct a 
{30.75R = 12° {3 = 7 .7 0 
0.6 -0.043 -0.0004 
-0.116 
- 3.4 
.5 
-
.005 + .0024 
-
.011 
- 1.9 
.4 + .027 .0043 + .079 .5 
.3 .052 .0058 .150 + .9 
{30.75R = 24° {3 ;; 19 . 7° 
1.1 .023 .0063 .066 
- 1.1 
1.0 .066 .0123 .181. + .4 
.9 .110 .0196 .306 1~8 
.8 .147 .0248 .413 3.2 
. 6 .210 .0284 .599 6.1 
.4 .246 .0315 . 717 8. 9 
{30.75R = 3 6 0 {3 ;; 31.7° 
1. 8 . 038 .0135 . 098 .1 
1.6 .108 . 0355 .287 -t 2.5 
1.4 .187 . 0525 .505 5 .2 
1 . 2 .262 .0620 . 716 7.9 
1.0 .280 .0760 .824 11.0 
.8 .242 .0825 .770 14.4 
. 6 .218 . 0925 .743 17.7 
{30 .75R = 48 ° 13 ::: 43.7° 
2.5 ...l26 .0660 .309 2.8 
2.3 .200 .0875 . 481 4.9 
2.1 .247 .0990 . 585 7.2 
1.9 .307 .1125 . 780 9.5 
1.7 .350 • 12J.0 . 927 12.1 
1.5 .240 .1125 .744 15.3 
1.3 .171 .1000 . 615 18.6 
(30.75R c: 60° ~ = 55.7° 
3.7 . 184 .1500 . 401 3.6 
3.5 .240 .1630 . 494 5.0 
3.3 . 295 . 1735 . 593 6.6 
3.1 .340 . 1815 . 665 8.3 
2.9 .375 .1920 . 798 10.0 
2 . 7 .422 . 2075 . 941 11.9 
2.5 .415 .2050 . 993 13.9 
2 .3 .262 .1635 .752 16.5 
~--------------- ~-. ~ 
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TABLE III - Cont1d 
SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
Model 0.4E x = 0.253 biD = 0.0623 
(Data from Figures 32,33) 
V/nD dOT/dx dCQldx CL a 
~0.75R ::: 12° (3 = 23.2° 
0.53 -0.019 -0.0009 -0.451 .. 10.2 
.45 
-
.008 
-
.0004 
-
.210 
- 7.2 
.35 + .008 + .0005 + .254 - 2.5 
(30,75R = 24° (3 = 35,2° 
1.0 .. .0463 - .0055 - .843 -12.5 
.9 
-
.0330 
-
.0035 
-
.648 -10.3 
.8 
-
.0190 .. .0017 
-
.392 - 8.0 
.65 + .0043 + .0006 + .125 - 4.5 
. 5 .0239 .0020 .690 .9 
.35 .0368 .0025 1 .179 + 3.8 
(30,75 = 36° " ::: 47.2° 
1 .6 .. .071 .. .0120 - .802 -13.3 
1.4 
-
.049 
-
.0080 
-
.665 -10.5 
1.2 .. .024 .. .0035 - .379 - 7.7 
1.0 0 + .0010 + .080 - 4.0 
.8 . + .020 .0035 .578 - 0.6 
.6 .038 .0045 1.136 + 4.6 
(30.75R ::: 48° (3 = 59.2° 
2.35 
-
.070 
-
.0210 .. .629 .. 9.8 
2.1 .047 • 0130 .481 8.3 
1.9 - .033 - .0060 - .288 - 7.0 
1.7 
-
.017 
-
.0005 .. .066 .. 5.5 
1.5 + .004 + .0040 + .225 - 3.7 
1.3 .024 .0065 .522 - 1.3 
1.1 .039 .0080 .867 + 1.6 
{30.75R = 60° (3 = 71.2° 
3.65 - .064 .. .0200 - .,260 - 5.6 
3.5 
-
.050 .. .0150 - .212 - 5.3 
3.3 .036 .. 0080 .131 .. 4.8 
3,1 .. .025 .. .0020 .. .045 - 4.3 
2.9 .. .016 + .0040 + .063 - 3.7 
2.7 - .005 .0090 .183 - 3,0 
2.5 + .020 .0135 .337 - 2.3 
2.3 .040 .0160 .480 .. 1.4 
2.1 .050 .0175 .624 .3 
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TABLE III - Cont'd 
SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
Model 0.4E x = 0.520 bLD = 0.0699 
(Data from Figures 32,33) 
V/nD dCT/dx dCQ/dx CL a 
I'0.75R = 12° I' = 15.2
0 
0.53 +0.019 +0.0022 +0.134 - 3.6 
.45 .044 .0039 .309 - 2.2 
.35 .074 .0054 .527 .5 
I'0.75R = 24° I' :; 27.2° 
1.0 ,015 .0026 .094 - 4.8 
.9 .045 .0070 .279 - 3.3 
.8 .077 .0104 .500 .9 
.65 .115 .0140 .787 + 2.1 
.5 .143 .0160 1.029 5.1 
.:35 .166 .0174 1.254 8.1 
I'0.75R = 36° " :; 39.2° 
1.6 0 .0028 .028 - 5.3 
1.4 .058 .0145 .332 - 2.4 
1.2 .107 .0230 .646 + .9 
1.0 .153 .0285 .983 4.5 
.8 .190 .0310 1.306 8.4 
.6 .223 .0330 1.656 12.3 
f3 0 .75R = 48-
" = 
51.2° 
2.35 .027 .0130 .132 - 4.3 
2.1 .093 .0295 .392. - 1.6 
1.9 .127 .0385 .592 + .4 
1.7 .155 .0460 .808 3.0 
1.5 .184 .0510 1.047 5.9 
1.3 .215 .0550 1.332 9.0 
1.1 .251 .0580 1.676 12.3 
~0.75R = 60° I' = 63.2° 
3.65 .028 .0430 .195 - 3.1 
3.5 .075 .0540 .282 - 2.4 
3.3 .110 .0655 .387 - 1.3 
3.1 .138 .0745 .494 .1 
2.9 .162 .0830 .617 + 1.3 
2.7 .184 .0905 .755 2.7 
2.5 .206 .0950 .899 4.4 
2.3 .2:34 .0950 1.041 6.2 
2.1 .260 .0990 1.247 8.2 
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TABLE III - Cont'd 
S:EXjTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
Model 0.4E x ::; 0.752 bLD = 0.0678 
(Data from F1gures 32,33 
V/nD dCT/dx dCQ/dx CL a. 
~0.75R = l2° (3 = 12() 
0.53 +0.039 +0.0048 +0.137 - 1,4 
.45 .075 .0073 .264 .3 
.35 .123 .0100 .425 + .8 
130 • 75R = 24° 13 = 24° 
1.0 .100 .0178 .331 .0 
.9 .143 .0230 .479 1.6 
.8 .178 .0268 .608 3.2 
.65 .221 .0308 .776 5.6 
.5 .263 .0339 .948 7.8 
.35 .315 .0408 1.176 9.7 
~0.75R ::; 36° 13 ::; 36° 
1.6 .134 .0350 .394 1.0 
1.4 .202 .0495 .629 3.9 
1.2 .257 .0580 ,820 6.9 
1.0 .330 .0670 1.127 9.9 
.8 .390 .0845 1.448 12.8 
.6 .381 .0870 1.517 16,3 
{30.75R ::; 48° {3 ::; 48° 
2.35 .192 .075 .490 2,3 
2.1 .259 .092 .702 5.1 
1.9 .309 .102 .881 7.5 
1.7 .355 .114 1.088 10.1 
1.5 .409 .128 1.346 12.7 
1.3 .399 .122 1.405 15.9 
1.1 .348 .114 1.344 19.6 
130 .75R ::; 60° f3 = 60° 
3.65 .167 .1480 .440 2.2 
3.5 .224 .1575 .523 3.2 
3.3 .295 .1680 .639 4.6 
3.1 .339 .1765 .750 6.1 
2.9 .361 .1860 .862 7.8 
2.7 .372 .1925 .969 9.6 
2.5 .384 .2010 1.095 11.5 
2.3 .414 .2055 1.243 13.6 
2.1 .362 .1905 1.223 16.2 
r--~----~~---- --- ---- _ __ .~ __ 
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TABLE III - Cont'd 
SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
Model 0.4E x = 0,928 biD = 0.0552 
(Data from Figures 32,33) 
V/nJ) dCT/dx dCQ/dx CL a. 
130 • 75R = 12° 13 = 9.5° 
0.53 +0.012 +0.0029 +0.036 
- 0.9 
.45 .040 .0030 .112 + .2 
.35 .077 .0029 .216 1.5 
130 • 75R = 24° 13 = 21.5° 
1.0 .101 .0182 .275 1.9 
.9 .141 .0253 .392 3.4 
.8 .173 .0300 .489 4.8 
.65 .207 .0332 .595 7.1 
.5 .240 .0355 .701 9.2 
.35 .230 .0509 .713 11.4 
130 .75R = 36° 13 = 33.5° 
1.6 .172 .0495 .442 4.0 
1.4 .221 .0595 .590 6.8 
1.2 .281 .0680 · .769 9.6 
1.0 .265 .0840 .806 12.8 
.8 .163 .0775 .557 16.6 
.6 .092 .0840 .375 20.6 
130.75R = 48° ~ = 45.5° 
2.35 .233 .0945 .533 6.0 
2.1 .296 .1110 .712 8.8 
1.9 .334 .1240 .854 11.2 
1.7 .301 .1355 .878 13.9 
1.5 .214 .1140 .696 17.1 
1.3 .151 .1110 .579 20.4 
1.1 .097 .1290 .502 23.8 
I3O.75R = 60° ~ = 57.5° 
3.65 .196 .1855 .484 5.7 
3.5 .258 .1850 .551 6.8 
3.3 .341 .1880 .659 8.3 
3.1 .366 .1980 .751 10.0 
2.9 .385 .2190 .869 11.7 
2.7 .402 .2280 .969 13.6 
2.5 .284 .1965 .815 15.9 
2.3 .212 .1720 .706 18.4 
2.1 .084 .1730 .554 21.0 
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TABLE I II - Conttd 
SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
Model Pe2 x = 0.253 biD = 0.0623 
(Data from Figures 26,21) 
V/nD dCT/dx dC,/dx CL a 
130.75R = 20° 13 = 44.8° 
0.90 -0.009 -0.0008 -0.120 
- 3.1 
.75 + .020 + .0013 + .282 .4 
.60 .039 .0030 .735 + 3.8 
.45 .049 .0039 1.101 7.1 
.35 .052 .0040 1.313 10.5 
(3C.75R = 30° (3 = 54.8° 
1.4 
-
.024 
-
.0035 
-
.225 - 4.5 
1.2 + .008 + .0025 + .163 - 2.6 
1.0 .035 .0060 .580 + .0 
.8 .051 .0075 .991 3.9 
.6 .057 .0080 1.427 8.9 
.4 .064 .0080 1.994 14.6 
130 • 75R = 40° 13 = 64.8° 
2.0 
-
.0120 
-
.0035 
-
.104 - 3.1 
1.8 + .0090 + .0035 + .120 - 2.0 
1.6 .0275 .0085 .365 .7 
1.4 .0440 .0120 .650 + 1.2 
1.2 .0565 .0130 .915 3.6 
1.0 .0625 .0120 1.126 7.3 
.8 .0675 .0115 1.458 11.5 
130.76R = 50° 13 = 74.8° 
2.7 .032 .0175 .288 .2 
2.5 .040 .0230 .436 + .4 
2.3 .048 .0260 .575 1.1 
2.1 .055 .0260 .682 2.3 
1.9 .061 .0260 .819 3.6 
1.7 .066 .0260 .995 5.1 
1.5 .070 .0240 1.143 7.1 
1.3 .071 .0222 1.326 9.7 
130.75R = 60° 13 = 84.8° 
3.6 .093 .078 .739 3.8 
3.4 .096 .074 .784 4.3 
3.2 .100 .070 .834 4.9 
3.0 .100 .066 .889 5.5 
2.8 .102 .061 .931 6.4 
2.6 .102 .055 .973 7.3 
2.4 .098 .049 1.009 8.4 
2.2 .095 .045 1.088 9.6 
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TABLE III - Cont'd 
SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
Model PC2 x = 0.520 biD = 0.0699 
(Data from Figures 26,27) 
V/nD dCT/dx dCO/dx CL a 
!30.75R = 20° 13 ::; 29.4° 
0.90 +0.072 +0.012 +0.353 - 1.2 
.75 .126 .018 .639 + 1.4 
.60 .169 .022 .904 4.1 
.45 .195 .023 1.092 7.0 
.35 .201 .023 1.167 9.2 
!30 • 75R ::; 30° !3 ::; 39.4° 
1.4 .068 .015 .275 - 2.2 
1.2 .130 .027 .580 + .8 
1.0 .180 .035 .878 4.2 
.8 .205 .037 1.097 8.1 
.6 .251 .036 1.385 11.9 
.4 .247 .049 1.716 15.7 
!30 • 75R 
::; 40° ~ ::; 49.4° 
2.0 .085 .026 .280 - 2.3 
1.8 .138 .040 .500 + .0 
1.6 .185 .051 .739 2.5 
1.4 .223 .057 .966 5.4 
1.2 .255 .058 1.189 8.7 
1.0 .280 .061 1.452 12.1 
.8 .325 .075 1.976 14.9 
f30 • 75R ::; 50° !3 = 59.4° 
2.7 .150 .069 .439 .7 
2.5 .192 .082 .593 + .9 
2.3 .222 .090 .741 2.6 
2.1 .245 .094 .886 4.6 
1.9 .267 .094 1.029 6.9 
1.7 .294 .094 1.207 9.4 
1.5 .322 .098 1.460 12.0 
1.3 .364 .106 1.836 14.6 
!30 • 75R = 60
0 !3 = 69.4° 
3.6 .255 .176 .664 2.0 
3.4 .280 .182 .760 3.0 
3.2 .302 .180 .839 4.2 
3.0 .318 .176 .921 5.5 
2.8 .331 .172 1.011 6.9 
2 .6 .336 .167 1.105 8.4 
2.4 . 330 .157 1.173 10.3 
2.2 .327 .158 1.329 12.1 
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TABLE III - ContOd 
SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
Model PC2 x = 0.752 b!D = 0.0678 
(Data from Figures 26,27) 
V!nD dCT/dx dCq/dx CL a. 
130 • 75R = 20° 13 = 20° 
0.90 +0.062 +0.0110 +0.158 
- 1.6 
.75 .160 .0230 .412 + .3 
.60 .232 .0300 .613 2.4 
. 45 .278 .0325 .751 4.5 
.35 .296 .0350 .818 6.0 
13 0 • 75R = 30° 13 = 30
Q 
1.4 .091 .021 .209 
- 1.4 
1.2 .203 .044 .493 + 1~4 
1.0 .280 .055 .711 4.3 
.8 .348 .063 .925 7.3 
.6 .376 .075 1.083 10.5 
.4 .352 .083 1.108 14.0 
130 • 75R = 40° (3 = 40° 
2.0 .112 .037 .230 .9 
1.8 .218 .068 .474 + 1.4 
1.6 .291 .085 .668 4.0 
1.4 .359 .096 .866 6.7 
1.2 .429 .109 1.098 9.5 
1.0 .417 .117 1.185 12.8 
.8 .367 .106 1.114 16.7 
/30 •75R = 50° /3 = 50° 
2.7 .217 .093 .377 .3 
2.5 .288 .123 .544 2.1 
2.3 .333 .135 .665 4.2 
2.1 .376 .148 .806 6.4 
1.9 .422 .161 .979 8.8 
1.7 .464 .175 1.154 11.2 
l.5 .384 .165 1.099 14.5 
1.3 .340 .150 1.054 17.9 
/30 .75R = 60° /3 = 60° 
3.6 .320 .221 .533 2.2 
3.4 .364 .237 .629 3.5 
3.2 .405 .244 .714 5.0 
3.0 .442 .248 .806 6.6 
2.8 .474 .255 .912 8 .2 
2.6 .485 .261 1.016 10.0 
2.4 .415 .256 1.035 12.2 
2.2 .330 .230 .967 14.8 
---- - -_. -- ~--~---~-- - -
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TABLE III - Cont'd 
SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
Model PC2 x = 0.928 bID = 0 8 0552 
(Data from Figures 26,27) 
V/nD dCT/dx dCQ/dX CL a. 
130 • 75R = 20° 13 :;: 15.0° 
0.90 -0.005 +0.0020 -0.007 
- 2.1 
.75 + .080 .0115 + .168 .1 
.60 .150 .0190 .319 + 1.9 
.45 .225 .0245 .484 3.6 
.35 .227 .0270 .498 5.1 
130 • 75R = 30° 13 :;: 25,0° 
1.4 .039 .0110 .081 .8 
1.2 .149 .0320 .300 + 1.8 
1.0 .244 .0475 .505 4.5 
.8 .:306 .0530 .650 7.4 
.6 .308 .0610 .691 10.5 
.4 .225 .0990 .590 13.5 
~0.75R = 40° 13 = 35.0° 
2.0 .089 .026 .152 .3 
1.8 .185 .058 .345 2.6 
1.6 .275 .080 .532 5.1 
1.4 .350 .094 .702 7.7 
1.2 .373 .110 .807 10.6 
1.0 0313 .112 .741 13.9 
.8 .274 .125 .712 17.2 
130.75R = 50° f3 = 45.0° 
2.7 .165 .080 .274 1.8 
2.5 .259 .115 .440 3.7 
2.3 .328 .135 .577 5.8 
2.1 .377 .151 .699 8.0 
1.9 .406 .165 .808 10.4 
1.7 .385 .164 .827 13.1 
1.5 .282 .150 .692 16.3 
1.3 .220 .157 .634 19.4 
f30.75R = 60° 13 = 55.0° 
3.6 .270 .195 .416 3.8 
3.4 .316 .216 .500 5.4 
3.2 .361 .229 .577 7.2 
3.0 .405 .240 .662 9.0 
2.8 .442 .251 .755 10.7 
2.6 .450 .264 .828 12.9 
2.4 .385 .244 .784 15.1 
2.2 .285 .218 .680 17.6 
--I 
TABLE IV ~ > 0 
> SECTION LIFT CHARACTERISTICS >-3 
2: 
High Speed Condition (Line I) Data from Figure 41 2: 
0 
V/nD = 0.90 
. 
Op = 0.05 
.--
0 
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 ~ x = 0.95 0 
biD = .0614 .0631 .0638 .0656 .0709 .0711 .0679 .0622 .0512 
Model U-24 ~0.75R = 21.8° 
dCT/dx +0.0100 0.0280 0.0475 0.0580 0.0800 0.0945 0.0967 0.0815 0.0465 
dCQ/dx + .00164 .00440 .00718 .00875 .01200 .01495 .01620 .01467 .00825 
CL + .347 .506 .521 .506 .452 .396 .327 .239 .133 
a. +2.5 
- .3 - .1 - .7 - .8 - .1 - .2 0 + .1 
Model U-60 (30 .. 75R = 22.9° 
dCT/dx - .017 - .003 + .035 .053 .085 .109 .119 .098 .061 
dCQ/dx - .0018 + .0005 .0052 .0078 .0130 .0179 .0192 .0173 .0077 
CL - .448 + .002 .381 .458 .485 .461 .402 .285 .169 
a. -6 .. 2 -4.3 -1.4 -1.0 + .3 1.0 .9 .3 - .4 
Model 0.4E ~0.75R = 23.4° 
dCT/dx - .0305 - .0310 - .0060 + .0125 .0505 .0895 .1260 .1440 .1140 
dCQ/dx - .0031 - .0036 - .0006 + .0017 .0075 .0144 .0209 .0260 .0200 
CL - .796 - .490 - .058 + .106 .285 .376 .426 .423 .326 
a -11.5 -8.9 -5.3 -4.7 -2.4 0 +1.1 2.1 3.1 
Model 0.8E ~0.75R = 22.2° 
dCT!dx - .0086 + .0070 .0323 .0463 .0754 .0980 .1082 .0827 .0440 
dCQ/dx - .00068 + .00151 .00526 .00741 .01180 .01573 .01770 .01521 .00674 
CL - .193 + .151 .365 .412 .430 .412 .365 .243 .124 (]1 
a. 
- .4 -3.1 -1.2 -1.3 - .7 + .3 .1 .9 0 -oJ 
TABLE IV - Cont'd 01 
(X) 
SECTION LIFT CHARACTERISTICS 
High Speed Condition (Line I) Data from Figure 41 
Cp = 0.2 V/nD ;: 1.80 
x = 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.95 biD = .0614 .0631 .0638 .0656 .0709 .0711 .0679 .0622 .0512 
Model U-24 f30 • 75R = 41.1° ' 
dCT/dx +0.024 0.051 0.076 0.089 0.123 0.163 0&192 0.188 0.160 dCQ/dx + .0095 .0164 .0237 .0283 .0385 .0496 .0608 .0675 .0518 CL + .588 .619 .611 .595 .562 .565 .561 .508 .415 
a +5.3 .4 0 
- .4 + .2 1.8 2.6 3.7 4.8 
Model U-60 
"0.75R ::; 42.8° 
dCT/dx - .0195 + .0070 .0535 .0780 .1290 .1880 .2235 .2200 .1755 
dCQ/dx - .0020 t- .0030 .0160 .0241 .0407 .0574 .0704 .0757 .0591 
CL - .154 + .108 .418 .515 .593 .653 .652 .585 .. 461 
a ' -4.1 -3.4 - .7 - .1 +1.6 3.4 i.l 4.7 4.9 
Model 0.4E I30.75R = 43.8° 
dCT/dx - .0425 - .0360 + .0105 .0385 .1045 .1800 .2450 .2725 .2755 
dCQ/dx - .0073 - .0087 + .0025 .0111 .0304 .0520 .0752 .0939 .0873 z CL - .506 - .350 + .071 .243 .460 .609 .707 .726 .711 »-
-8.8 -8.2 -4.7 -3.9 - • 7 +2.7 5.0 7.1 9.0 Q a. »-
Model O.SE "0.75R ::; 42.3° >-3 Z 
z 
dCT/dx + .0040 .0255 .0575 .0780 .1265 .1790 .2145 .2130 .1870 0 . 
dCQ!dx + .0028 .0094 .0187 .0249 .0401 .0541 .0668 .0738 .0603 
..... CL + .167 .347 .477 • 526 .584 .619 .623 .568 .485 0 
+2.3 -2.2 .5 .4 + .9 2.8 3.7 5.4 5.4 ,po a. 0 
TABLE IV - Cont'd 2: 
> 0 
SECTION LIFT CHARACTERISTICS > 
>-3 
High Speed Condition (Line I) Data from Figure 41 2: 
2: 
0 
Cp = 0.5 V/nD :: 2.85 . 
f-' 
0 
X = 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.95 ~ 0 
biD = .0614 .0631 .0638 .0656 .0709 .0711 .0679 .0622 .0512 
Model U-24 130.75R = 55.5° 
dCT/dx +0.041 0.094 0.136 0.158 0.205 0.247 0.277 0.283 0.259 
dCQ/dx + .031 .051 .070 .081 .101 .121 .140 .150 .132 
CL + .802 .829 .811 .788 .714 .683 .669 .637 .579 
a. +12.0 4.9 3.0 1 .. 9 1.9 3.2 4.0 5.3 6.6 
Model U-60 ~0.75R = 57.0° 
dCT/dx + .019 .070 .125 .155 .211 .260 .296 .284 .262 
dCQ/dx + .011 .034 .059 .072 .101 .127 .148 .155 .128 
CL + .173 .555 .690 .714 .718 .716 .709 .550 .575 
a +1.9 .1 1.9 2.0 3.2 4.8 5.4 6.1 6.6 
Model 0.4E 130.75R = 58.5° 
dCT/dx. - .034 0 + .063 .096 .170 .257 .. 340 .369 .362 
dCQ/dx. - .0060 + .0030 .0270 .0435 .0820 .1240 .1670 .1990 .1845 
CL - .170 + .045 .321 .434 .582 .702 .806 .838 .813 
a. -2.4 -4.1 -1.8 -1.3 +1.4 4.5 6.8 9.1 11.2 
Model 0.8E 130. 75R = 56.5° 
dCT/ax + ~033 .079 .125 .149 .200 .251 .294 .274 .265 
dCQ/dx + .0209 .0428 .0617 .0734 .0994 .1261 .1475 .1578 .1337 
CL + .542 .696 .718 .721 .700 .706 .706 .647 .591 
a. +8.1 1.7 2.1 1.8 2.5 4.1 5.0 6.9 7.1 (Jl to 
TABLE IV - Cont'd m 0 
SECTION LIFT CHARACTERISTICS 
Climb Condition (Line II) Data f~om Figure 42 
Cp = 0.05 V/nD == 0.54 
.x == 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.95 
biD = .0614 .0631 .0638 .0656 .0709 .0711 .0679 .0622 .0512 
Model U-24 (30.75R = 16.3° 
dCT/dx +0.0176 0.0446 0.0693 0.0825 0.1095 0.1320 0.1325 0.1082 0.0320 
dCQ/dx + .00175 .00488 .00785 .00937 .01220 .01407 .01420 .01247 .00725 
CL + .789 1.000 .899 .828 .682 .586 .464 .324 .097 
a. +8.3 5.1 4.4 3.3 2.2 1.9 1.2 .9 .9 
Model U-60 (30.75R = 17.4° 
dCT/dx + .006 .029 .061 .081 .120 .142 .144 .120 .051 
dCQ/dx + .0005 .0033 .0068 .0088 .0134 .0162 .0166 .0151 .0064 
CL + .246 .658 .787 .804 .748 .636 .508 .362 .149 
a 
- .9 + .7 3.1 2.9 2.8 3.0 2.1 1.3 .5 
Model 0.4E f3 0 •75R ::: 18.0° 
dCT/dx - .0060 + .0090 .0370 80545 .0925 . 1330 .1590 .1590 .0920 
dCQ/dx - .0004 + .0008 .0040 .0059 .0100 .0141 .0171 .0186 .0136 2: 
CL - .229 + .184 .472 .541 .573 .590 .557 .477 .273 » 
-5.3 -3.7 - .9 - .8 + .5 2.0 3.3 3.1 4.0 
0 
a » 
>-3 
Model 0.8E (30.75R == 16.8° 2: 
2: 
dCT/dx + .0125 .0385 .0685 .0850 .1180 .1385 .1400 .1175 .0570 
0 
. 
dCQ/dx + .00135 .00380 .00660 .00835 .01240 .01570 .01635 .01440 .00'730 I-' 
CL + .587 .829 .850 .824 .729 .620 .495 .354 .167 0 
a +4.1 1.8 3.0 2.5 2.1 2,,3 1.6 1.9 .8 "'" 0 
TABLE IV - Cont'd 2: 
:.:-
Q 
SECTION LIFT CHARACTERISTICS > 
0-3 
Climb Condition (Line II) Data from Figure 42 !2l 
z 
Cp = 0.2 V/nD = 1.08 
0 
. 
...... 
0.4 0.55 0 x = 0.2 0.3 0 .45 0.65 0.75 0.85 0 . 95 ~ 
biD = .0614 .0631 .0638 .0656 .0709 .0711 .0679 .0622 . 0512 0 
Model U-24 130.75R = 35.00 
dCT/dx +0.024 0.066 0.118 0.143 0.195 0.252 0.293 0.300 0.256 
dCc/dx + .0054 .0127 .0211 .0260 .0370 .0491 .0608 .0707 . 0585 
C1 + .829 1.107 1.201 1.180 1.074 1.036 .987 .890 .735 
a. +8.8 5.7 6.2 5.8 6.3 7.4 7.7 8.3 9.0 
Model U-60 130.75R = 36.20 
dCT/dx + .009 .048 .100 .130 .192 .259 .297 .298 .227 
dC</dx + .0018 .0089 .0183 .0240 .0373 .0511 .0655 .0720 . 0581 
CL + .281 .782 1.032 1.081 1.068 1.068 1.013 .889 .666 
<l -1.3 .... 9 5.0 5.7 7.3 8.7 8.9 8.9 8.9 
Model 0.4E PO.'i'5R = 36.2 0 
dCT/dx - .016 + .010 .062 .094 .164 .236 .296 .325 .246 
dCQ,/dx - .0016 + .0018 .0110 .0173 .0318 .0471 .0640 .0814 .0762 
CL - .311 + .161 .630 .781 .911 .977 1.004 .978 . 753 
a. -6.2 -4.1 + .2 1.2 4.2 7.2 8.9 10.4 12.1 
Model 0.8E PO.75R = 35.7 0 
dCT/dx + .016 .056 .103 .130 .190 .249 .288 .296 .228 
dCQ/dX + .0038 .0113 .0200 .0251 .0373 .0499 .0629 .0728 .0597 
CL + .577 .971 1.097 1.104 1.062 1.033 .980 .887 .672 
a. +4.7 2.3 5.1 5.5 6.7 8.1 8.4 9.6 9.3 (J) 
...... 
TABLE IV - Cont'd (J') t\) 
SECTION LIFT CHARACTERISTICS 
Climb Condition (Line II) Data from Figure 42 
Cp = 0.5 V/nD ::: 1.71 
-
x = 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.95 
b/D = .0614 .0631 .0638 .0656 .0709 .0711 .0679 .0622 .0512 
Model U-24 (30.75R = 55.8° 
dC /dx -0.005 +0.029 0.093 0.135 0.254 0.331 0.316 0.203 0.061 dC~/dx + .0142 .0280 .0488 .0613 .0964 .1326 .1500 .1601 .1420 
CL + .930 1.042 1.216 1.264 1.392 1.400 1.173 .831 .462 
a +19.5 15.0 14.6 14.1 14.4 16.1 17.5 19.2 20.7 
Model U-60 i3 0 • 75R = 56.0° 
dCT/dx + .030 .093 .171 .215 .314 .320 .266 .201 .096 
dCQ/dx + .0108 .0305 .0547 .0706 .1081 .1347 .1483 .1546 .1264 
CL + .738 1.245 1.505 1.582 1.617 1.393 1.078 .810 .490 
a +6.6 7.4 11.1 11.9 13.9 16.5 17.9 18.8 19.4 
Model 0.4E i3 0 • 75R ::: 56.6° 
dCT/dx + .012 .061 .129 .175 .298 .436 . 335 .159 .021 
dC,idx + .0080 .0200 .0420 .0580 .0990 .1510 .1680 .1785 .1530 z: 
CL + .531 .816 1.150 1.296 1.499 1.701 1.285 .811 
.411 ):-n 
a + .4 2.0 6.6 7.8 11.2 14.7 18.1 21.1 23.5 > 
f30 •75R = 55 . 4 ° 
>-3 
Model 0 . 8E z 
z 
dC /dx + .026 .075 
0 
.089 .160 .198 .272 .301 .255 .200 . dC~/dx + .0120 .0310 .0555 .0710 .1050 .1335 . '1475 .1570 .1375 I-' 
CL + .812 1.256 1.500 1.555 1.509 1.353 1.055 .816 .477 
0 
~ 
a +13.5 9.3 11.3 11.7 13.3 15.8 17.3 19.4 19.8 0 
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1'. Assembly 
45' t-q -EJ1 
45' 
Y'I 8.937"------ -
'" 0" 
THREE 110- 0.0. STEEL TUBES SOLDERED TOGETHER 
Details 
0.037" 0 VENTIJII SU'PORT WIlE 
YAW AND TOTAL 
HEAD TUBES 
BLADE AXIS 
GENERAL 
ARRANGEMENT 
STA. No. r/R 
__ LJ ___ 1.0~8 
f !\ 9_.918 I \--
I \ __ __  1_·8J4 
, \ 
" \_.§._.6.lP 
I I \ r-t\-~-·5~0 
: ~ \1 .~. 
' I' Ir I .2..§.3 I /---
\ I 
-+-- I - 1- ----{).I5 D ---
, \_Q_.2.Q1 
" 
\ ~ 0.0075 D (MI .. ) 
MODEL Pc I 1 
2 .409 
\ , '----
~H-~-·6Q.6 I , 
I I 6 .752 \ 1----
\ , I __ ~ __ .82.3 \ II \ 10 .979 
DIAM. 33.6" - ) -- - -- -
FIG. 5 WAKE SURVEY ApPARATUS 
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FIG. 6 CALIBRATION 
:~ t : • : ': : 9: : *: : II: 1 
:~ 0 : t : ': : t : : 9: 1 
:£ r: · : ~: :. : :': : 7: j 
P,.o 
:J ~:: ~ : .: :': :.: : 5: j 
:~ ¥ : : :: :: 3: 1 
:t L: · : ': :.: :. : : I ~ 1 
TEST X-20 TEST X ~ 21 
:J ;; t : +: :.: :.: : 0: j 
:FZ' : ~: : ~: : q: : 2: 3 
:J ~ 6 : ¥: : ¥: : i : : 4~ j 
~ 
:J ~i : f: : i: : : : 6: j 
:E~ ~ · : ~: : +: : , : : 8: 3 
o : f: :.: : : HEip Nal4 j ~t .-i ". ," 
-0.2
0 
2. S.P (LB./FT. ) " '6 20 
,. 
TOTAL HEAD T USES 
DATA 
" c.C 
en 
z 
~ 
-I 
Z 
Z 
P 
o 
~ 
o 
HEAO NO. 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 \I 
Pu +0.05 +0. II +0.29 +0.40 +0.44 1-0.49 +0.47 +0.44- +0.36 +0.33 1-0.03 -0.09 
PTO -0.120 -0. /15 -o./os -0.085 -0. liS -0.075 -0. /10 -0.095 -0.095 -0.085 -0./20 -0.090 
APT -1-0.170 -I-0.22S' rO.J9S rO.485 rO.555 ro.565 ro.585 f-0.535 +0.455 +O.4IS f-0·150 0 
Pu -0.30 -0.29 -0. /3 -0.04 -0.02- 0 0 -O.O~ 
-0·/3 -0.25 -O.SI -0.64 
Po -0.90 -0.93 -0.87 -O.7S -0.75 -0.7 I -0.70 -0.7/ -0.75 -0·68 -0 . .86 -0.66 
Pv +0,60 +0·64 +0,74- +0·71 +0.73 +0.7/ +0.70 +0.66 +0.62 +0.43 +O.3S +0,02 
11K 0.478 0.452 0.463 0.467 0.465 0.455 0.472 0.459 0.412 0.472 0.476 0.465 
(Py/K)2 0. 0 82- 0.084 0.117 0.110 0.115 0.104 0 . 109 0.092.. 0.086 0 .041 0 .028 0 
E 0.017 0 .018 0.024 0.023 0.024 0.022 0.023 0.019 0.018 0,009 0.006 0 
Af\-E 0.IS3 0.207 0·371 0.462 0.531 0 .543 0.5"62 0 ,516 0·437 0.406 0.144 0 
x 0.201 0 .253 0.409 0.520 0 .606 0 .683 0.752 0.814 0.873 0.928 0.979 1.028 
Ctx 0./53 0.193 0.3/2. 0 .396 0.46Z 0.521 0.573 0 . 621 0.66S 0.707 0 .746 0,783 
'dCT/dx 0.02.3 0.040 0.116 0.183 0.245 0.283 0.322 0·320 0.2.91 (}.287 0./07 0 
x2 0.0404 0.0640 0.167 0.270 0 .367 0.467 0.566 0.663 0.762 0.861 0.958 1.057 
x2tK 0.0193 0.0290 0.0775 0.126 0.171 0.212 0.261 0.304 0.359 0.406 0.456 0.492 
Py x2/K 0,012 0.019 0.057 0 .089 0.125 0.15"1 0.187 o.ZO/ 0.223 0.17S 0.160 O. OIQ 
dCaldx O.OOS 0.007 0 . 022 0.034 0.048 0.058 0.071 0,071 0,085 0.067 0.061 (). 004 
RECORD NO. H -2-8 APT: PTI - PTO Py: Pu- Po 
MODEL 0,8E E : (I 14 r2)( PylKf- CTO: 0,1570 ACTa 0.0002 
$30.75R 36 . DEe. r- /.094 1/4r2= 0,209 CT ao./56 1 S.P. 4,82 PSF w v 2 2 
CT 0·927 C1 =. (no' : 0.7854(0. 98S) = O. 76 Z CQa o. 036~ 
V 67.7 FPS TT v 2 2 CZ=, (no) = 0.3927{O.98S) - 0.381 Cp·O. 2312 
n 2.4.54 RPS dCT/dx :(APT- E)C1x dCg/dx-(PyX~K)C2 TESTED 9- / - 43 DIAMETER 2.80 FT. Cp = 2lTCQ RECORDED /0-30-43 V/nD 0.985 CT= CTO-ACT COMPUTED /1- 20-43 
- -- ---- --- -
FIG. 7 SAMPLE COMPUTATION FORM 
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